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Senior Candidates Are Winners In
Mr., Miss Fulton High Election
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Wilson Wyatt To Be Principal Speaker At
Barbecue and Democratic Rally Tuesday
THE BRAND NEW Mr. and Mies Fulton High School are all smiles as
they pose for their picture Wednesday. Martha DeMyer and Virgil!
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Wilson W. Wyatt, a candidate for the United States
Senate, has accepted an invitation to be the principal
speaker at a big barbecue and fund-raising rally .in.his
honor on Tuesday, October 2. Mr. Wyatt'..campaign
headquarters informed the. News on Wednesday morning that the candidate has re-arranged his schedule in
order to appear at the dinner to be held at tile Fulton
Ball Park. Meanwhile Fulton and Hickman County
Democratic leaders are making, elaborate plans to ac•
comodate. more than 2000 persons at one of the largest
Democratic rallies ever held in this section.
Plans are in the making for a
huge motorcade to tour Fulton and hi' tisen a'saY. to sum,, lucky
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Craven were selected for this honor in a special election Tirialayi
morning. They are both seniors at FHS.

I

defeated Fulton Bulldogs and is
manager of the FHS basketball
team. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. V. L. Craven.

Scales Announces :7lit;:e--Tyt`fl,zlirz'.r:::: ., ,i,•`:',: ',•:`,'„`:"(-t),(-:
For C;ty School
Board Position

Other candidates in the contest
were Peggy Reams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reams, and
Rodney Foster, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mose B. Foster, Water Valley,- who were Freshmen candidates;
Sally Pirtle, Water Valley, and
Joe Copeland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
U. S. Copeland, Water Valley,
sophomore candidates;
Sally Hall, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Hall, and Ward Bushart,
son of Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Bushart, junior candidates.
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, September 27,.1962
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The senior Candidates, Miss
Martha DeMyer and Virgil Lynn
Craven, were chosen Mr. and Miss
Fulton High School in an election
Tuesday morning.
Martha is the daughter. of Mayor and Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer. She
is Drum Majorette for the FHS
Marching Band and is president
of the Future Homemakers of
America. She is also an honor
student with a perfect standing.
Virgil is a member of the un-

U. s

Victory Smiles And A New Machine
And It's a huge turn-out of voters that these five
persons in the two photographs hope for in the
November election. In the photo at left County
Campaign

Chairman, J. C. Bondurant t,elLs the
photographer "you simply pull the lever and the
voting's over." Looking on is Mrs.
McDaniel,

Fulton City Chairwoman for the local campaign.
In the pieleure at the right Mrs. Mary Alice
Coleman points to the Democratic rooster on the
voting board as Julius Falkoff, Hickman city chairmin (left), and Hugh Fly Fulton City ('hairman
anticipate a lusty crow for victory.

Brady Retires,Amberg To Be Hired; City
MakeF Major Move Towards Econemy

Ernest Brady, Fulton's street superintendent, will
It is possible that you might retire from that position this week-end and the position
have overlooked making some
kind of important observance of will be abolished in the first major economy move in
the event, but this is National the city's expenditures, City Manager James Robey anDog Week. If you are a tap-dog, nounced today.
Mr. Brady's duties will be filled from a
an under-dog, a cur dog, or a hotdog, it is time for the spotlight to general labor pool in the maintenance department, unshine on all the 343,700 canine der the direction of W. D. Powers, general superintendresidents of Kentucky. Figures
ent. The abolishment of the street superintendent's job
for Tennessee were not readily
available. If you must know, I'll will affect a.saving of $3300 per year. At the same time
see what I can do about getting Mr. Robey announced that Brantley Amberg, a Hickthe exact number of dogs in that
man attorney, is scheduled to be named city attorney
State for you.
at the regular Commission meeting on Monday. Mr.
There was a time when, to say Amberg will handle all legal affairs of the city, includa person led, a dog's life, was to ing criminal prosecution, at a salary of $325.00 a month.

No Agreement In
View On l'aying
En*jneer's Fee

South Fulton Jr.
High Elects - Class Officials
The seventh and eighth grades
of South
Fulton Elementary
School elected their classofficers
recently.
The new eighth grade officers

Bobby Scates, local businessman, joined the six previously
announced candidates in the race
for the City School Board positions. The election will be held in
connection with the General election November 6.
Other announced candidates are
Win Whitnel, Flynn Powell. Gene
Hatfield, all seeking re-election,
and Glenn Veneklasen, Charles
Pawlukiewicz, and Wick Smith.

November 6.
Also at the ball park will be one
pf Fulton County's neW voting
machines. Judge of the County
Court J. C. Bondurant advised that
arrangements wit he made for
.....

(Other Photo on Page 4)

voters le see a workir • demonstration of the ni)w machine. The
machines will be used for the
first time in the general election
in November.
Tickets to the
rhecue dinneare being sold by many Democratic campaign workers at et00
each. A heaping plate of barbecue
and all the trimmines will he served beginning at five o'clock in the
afternoon. This early hour affords parents ard children to
served so that there will be nu in
with the regular ;ictivities of a seh,i,1 night.
TileAlav night a
interested Democrat, attended an
The following in
have
been named to head the produc- org.iinization meetine in Hickman
tion of the annual Lions Club to hear State Pepre,..,,,,.• Hve
,r! .."
-Minstrel here Neeember 9 and In lii!inn C.,rroll ''IVe .1

Committees Named
For Lions Minstrel
Here In November
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•
Veit klasen and Ben Burley:
Window Advertising Committee es.
.1 lit ef
—Wendal Butts and Hugh
.iiiiiUturies have het
I
ton;
the event and report.- indie •••
t
Stage Management Committee-former 1.1
%'
('
Louis .Weaks, Nelson Tripp, Guy,
and firmer Coverniii
Fry, and et. teas,
rence.W.‘therby moy lie in
!Costumes and Makeup Commit- ince
tee—Mrs. Bobby Scales, Mrs.
judge Bondurant
is Full ii
James Warren and Mrs. Charles County's sha i rm a n fir the Demo_
Gregory.
cratic campaign. He is beim:
sited by Hugh . Fly, Fulton city
chairman and Julius Falkoff,
Ilicknum city chairman.
Mrs. 1V8rri Bushart is Fulton
County Canlpaign
chairwoman.
Her co-workers are Mrs. C. H.
McDaniel. Fulton city chairman
and Mrs. Fred Stokes. Jr.. Hickman city chairman.
Warren.

Pre-ddent. 11(•enie Buriow: Vice
President, Steve Omen: SecretaryTreasurer, Mt lba Knight; Reporter. Diatie Foster: Room Chairman,
Steve Green (Section A) and
Christina McKinney (Section 8).
Officers elected by their .seventh
grade classmates are:
President, Karen Taylor: Vice
PresiOlem, Dana Puckett, Secretary-Treasurer, Vicki Mavhall: Reporter, Betty Pruiett: Class Representatives. Linda Meadews (Section A), Suzanne Cope4ind (Section B). and Charles Walker
(Section Cl

Only a few days 'main before
the deadline giv,
Fulton by
South Fulton to p;
an 58400
engineering fee, w .ch the Tennes.sed city claims • due them as
part of a sewage disposal plant
study. Fulton has urtil Tuesday.
October 2. South Fulton plans to
sue to recover the portion it says
Fulton owes.
mean that the individual really
Meanwhile the News learned on
had a hard way to go. Today,. Prior to Mr. Amberg's employ- inal prosecution, at $100.00 per
when you use the phrase, you'd ment the Commission had re- month. However, under the ar- press day (Wednesday) th.,t ofAttorney
services
of
the
tained
better start looking for the guy
rangement extra fees were to be ficials of the two cities are no
with the four-car garage. A dog's Farlin Robbins of Mayfield at paid for any litigation in which nearer to an out of court settleall
handle
$200.00
monthly
to
ment than they have been.
life is getting so close to being
the City was involved.
far above the human average it's general legal matters and AttorMayor Milton ('ounce of South
(continued
on
ten)
page
crimWarren
James
handle
ney
to
a real distinction to say you're in
Fulton has indicated $5000 as a
the dog-house.
reasonable
settlement. Fulton
Commissioner Bill Rice has suggested $4000; Mayor Gilbert DeDogs are getting so smart that
Myee has proposed $2000, but both
they have hired a public relations
proposals were voted down by the
firm to look after their interests.
City Commission.
One of the most important games in Western KenCarl Byoir and Associates of Chicago sent us a special release this
It is reliably reported that some tucky will be played here at Memorial Stadium Friday
School superintendents have a members of the Fulton City ComThe Terry Norman and West
week telling all about the dog
attend. mission are opposed to any settle- night between the unbeaten Fulton Bulldogs and the
to
(oops he called it canine) popula- Fulton PTA units wi'l be hosts special invitation
Awards
will be made in the af- ment. Previous city officials are unbeaten Murray Tigers. The outcome of this game
tion in Kentucky. From the sta- to the Fall Conference of the First
divided ..in their opinions as to could decide the Class A, First Region championship
tistics quoted in that release it District PTA on Wednesday, Oc- ternoon.
Luncheon reservations should Fulton's obligation to pay.
looks mighty like we're going to tober 3, at the First Methodist
which Murray has won for the past two years.
Church
Mrs.
here.
Bader
Karl
of be made immediately by contactchange our mode of living at
Brantley Ambere, due to be apThe Bulldogs have pasted vicWestwood and watch the dogs, in- Louisville, the President of the ing Mrs. Paul J. Bates at 805 pointed Fulton City Attorney
A big pep meeting is planned
Two former University of KenKentucky Congress of PTA, will Walnut Street in Fulton. The
stead of them Watching us.
Monday is reported to be studying by the Fulton High fans for tories over Mayfield, Sharon, tucky
athletes from West Kenbe guest speaker at the opening Board of Managers will meet at
a legal opinion of the matter to Thursday night at 7:00 at the Martin and Providence so far this
year. Opposing
players
have tucky—Bill Black of Paducah and
9 a. m, and immediately follow- present to the Commission at its
I'm going to print that release session.
football field. Another pep meetHerbie Hunt of Fulton—have been
Mrs. Erl Sensing, Clinton, Presi- ing the entire program.
today, but not before I warn you
regular meeting ell Monday night. ing will be held at the school crossed the FHS goal line only
four times, while the Bulldogs named to the board of directors
Those from Fulton on the
to be careful how you t-a-l-k dent of the First District PTA,
Friday afternoon.
have racked up a total of 133 for the newly:formed Alumni K
(spell it) in front of the d-o-g-s will preside. Workshops will be Board of Managers include Mrs.
A final pep rally will be staged points. Murray has been scored Men's Association at UK.
MEMORIAL SERVICE
(spell it) or you'll be out in the held for all officers and standing Felix M. Gossum, Jr., and LawHunt played his high school
Friday night at 6:15 just outside upon only once during its four
cold before you know it. Just chairmen following the morning rence Holland.
The Vestry of St Paul's Episco- the Bulldog's dressing room. Ful- games this year.
football at Mayfield and now relookff here what Carl Byoir says. business session.
Counties included in the First pal Church in Hiel.man presented ton fans are asked to come to the
This should prove to be one of sides in Fulton's Country Club
(Incidentally he's the world's
Each President of the 81 units District PTA are Ballard, Carlisle, the church with an
alter prayer area between the high school and the most exciting and hard-fought Courts. '
largest public relations firm, who and 4 councils, covering 13 coun- McCracken, Fulton, Hickman,
book in memory of the late Rev. grade school buildings to cheer games ever played in the Fulton
The purpose of this group is to
else would a dog get?)
ties of the district, is invited to Graves, Marshall, Trigg, Lyon, Alfred A. Maloney.
Mrs. Maloney their team on to one of their big- stadium. An overflow crowd is promote the university's athletic
attend with voting delegates and Livingston, Crittenden, Caldwell, and her son, Allen were
present gent victories of the year. Im- anticipated so all Fulton fans ale. program and to work closely with
Kentucky's 295,000 clog-owning guests. The voting body is limited and Calloway. The district is
rep- at the services.
mediately after the pep session, urged to come early to the pep the undergra'duate K Club on the
familiet send about $2,832,000 to the president and one delegate resented by an approximate
memthe crowd will follow the team up rally and then arrive at the field campus.' • .
each year for the purchase, care for each 25 members.
bership of 18,000.
Support The Red Devils!!
Second Street to the Stadium.
(Continued on page tour)
and feeding of pet dogs (including more than $198,000 on medical care alone), according to a
leading producer of veterinary
medical equipment. And the state's
animal hospitals approach human
By KAREN DUBLIN
clinics in many of the facilities
ter of Music at the First Baptist
Formerly a b icher at Fort hometown, Union City. He is origi- the Four Rivers Council with his
and services offered.
Fulton is a growing community! Church, brought his wife and Knox, Charles Cooper has taleen nally from
Troy, Tennessee.
head-quarters here in Fulton.
This is surely evidenced by the children here about two weeks over the math depa-tment at FulAn employee of Taylor Chevro- They are Baptists.
Increased concern for pet health, large number of new families that ago. They are hieing at 1011 Fifth ton High School. He and
rvi-- .1
. will be inMrs. let, J. D. Campbell moved his
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Cook
a growing phenomenon in recent have made the Kentucky town Street in the Highlands. The litCooper and their six-year-old family here from Clinton in the and their son, Jim, 8, moved here augurated as Indiana University's
years, follows a national pattern and
it's
12th president Monday, Nov. 19.
Tennessee neighbor, tle boys are Curt, 3, and David, 9 daughter, Deborah, have moved early part of August. Mrs. Camp- recently from
Memphis. They are
which has led U. S. owners to South Fulton, their new home this months. Mr. White recently com- into their
An outdoor academic procession
new home on 417 Lau- bell and her 19-year-old son are making their new home at 907
spend about $40 million yearly on summer. We are always glad to pleted a tour of active duty with rel. Deborah is
will
precede the auditorium cerein her first year both emplded at Siegel. Another Walnut and are members of the
medicines and veterinary services. welcome each of these new fami- the Army Reserve.
of school at Carr institute. They son, Larry. 14, end a daughter, Church of Christ. Mr. Cook works monies .in which Stahr will rePet food outsells baby food, two lies to town and we hope that
ceive
the mace and jewel of office
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Pattrick mov- belong to the Methodist Church. Sue, 16, are also living with the at the Ferry-Morse Seed Comto one, and the country's 5,000 pet they will make their stay here a
from his predecessor. Dr. Herman
ed here this month from Memphis,
Fult
n.
family
^
in
Bapey
are
pany.
David
Eugene,
10. and Beverly
dealers do a brisk trade in acces- long and happy one.
13. Wells. now chancellor. Willis
Tennessee. They have two chil- Gayle, 4, are the children of Aug- tists.
Mr. anti ears. von snow came to Hickman Spencer, president of the
sories, shampoos, cosmetics, hearMr. and Mrs. Alfred Ray Wil- dren, a boy, 7, and a little girl, 2. ust-comers, Mr. and Mrs. David 0.
The new F'u!'on City Manager,
Fulton from Selmer, Tennessee, board of trustees, will preside.
ing aids, plush kennels, electric son and their three_ sons are the Their
son is in the second grade at Pounders. They are making their James B. r
y, and his family although they art. originally from
blankets and even battery-power- newest-corners to our town. They Carr
Stahr resigned as secretary of
Institute. Making their home home at 416 Pearl Street. The have been in Fulton for over a Carouthersville. Missouri.
They the Army to take over the presied lighted collars for night wear. moved from Martin, Tennessee,
at 216 Fourth Street, Mr. Pattrick family moved here from Corinth, month now. They came here from have' one child.
-Little Lisa. who dency July 1 when Wells retired
Pet tranquilizers are obtainable and have bought a home in High- Is a
Sales Representative for St.
.
Frankfort, Kentucky. The two is 14 months old. Mr. Snow is the after 25,
by prescription. These "happy lands on Sixth Street. Both are Joe
years in office. He is a
Paper Company.
Mr.
and
Johnnie
Mrs.
McConboys,
Eric,
5, and David, 1 1-2, new technician at Hillview Hos- native of Hickman. Ky.,
pills" curb excessive whining and employed by the Henry-!.'Siegel
an honor
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Henne, For- nell are newly-weds as well as are enjoying their new home and pital. They
are Baptist by faith. graduate of the University of Kenbarking, prevent air and car sick- Company here. Their children are restdale,
South Fulton, are new-. new-comers. They were married friends on Court Drive. They beThomas Hughes is an employee tucky and earned three degrees
ness and keep a high-strung pooch Johnnie Ray, 6, Billie Gene, 4, corners
from Jackson, Tennessee. in early August and moved here long to the Catholic Church.
;it Piggly Wiggly in South Fulton. as a Rhodes Scholar at OxfOrd
from chasing his tail or nipping and David Lee, 16 months. They He is an
electrician for the Illi- where she is the first-grade teachAnother
new
family on Court He. his wife, and three children University. He. once
the postman.
are Primitive Baptist by faith.
served as
nois Central Railroad. They are er at Carr Institute. Mr. McCon- Drive is the Ted Simmons family. now live
at 305 Thedford in Fill- president of West Virginia univer(Continued on Paget five)
Norman White. the new Minis- members of the Baptist Church.
nell is employed in his wife's He•is the new Scout Executive for
(Continued on page live)
sity.

Fulton PTA Units To Host First
District,Fall Conference October 3rd

Bulldogs Plan Overthrow
OfPowerful Murray Tigers

Twin Cities Proud Of Its Population Explosion With New Neighbors

Herbie Hunt
Named To UK
Alumni Board

Inauguration
Of Stehr Set
For Nov. 19

AO

A Community Center, With Federal Aid, May Be
Possible If Local Groups Join In The Effort
The intention of Governor Bert
Combs and Lieutenant Governor Wilson Wyatt to take every possible step
to insure maximum benefit in the development of the most needed local
facilities under the new Public Works
Program has allowed the Area Redevelopment Council of Kentucky to
set up special action in Kentucky,
even in advance of the Federal Program.
. The City of Fulton has already
made strides in securing possible
funds from the $900,000,000.00 appropriation to help defray the cost of
the sewage disposal *system planned
for the city. The Federal program appears to be rather expansive in the
programs for community development and now i the time for .local
civic leaders and elected officials to
join in mapping plans to investigate
the channels by which some of these
funds can be used locally.
Our first thought is the possibility for getting funds for a community
center. long wanted and long needed,
not only in Fulton, but in the Fulton
area. The establishment of a full scale
tourist and information center to sering the border entrances into the city
seems a good idea too. It is our understanding that as long as the project can produce jobs and add to the
betterment of community facilities,
that funds might be available.
John iWhisman, special assistant
, to Governor Combs in the Area Redevelopment Council says that procedures have been worked out
through Robert Matthews, Commissioner of Finance and James Nutter,
. Commissioner .of Commerce.to utilize .
their .personnel in the primary work
on fte program in Kentucky.
In a memo to Kentucky County
imncl Mun'eipal officials and members
of the .Area Program - Councils. Mr.
Whilnan said:
-Pehert Cornett. Director of the
Div isii n r,f the Budget, is concentrating on expediting state agency projects and Walter ShouSe. Director of
Plannin,_r. and Zonity.t,.. will expedite
direct information- and assistance to
countits and communities participating in the program. •
The question has been raised as
to whether it is appropriate to encourage activity prior to the final approval of an appropriation by Com-

merce. To make sure you understand
our position, let me point out that:
(1) At this time there is no appropriation and there are no official
forms or procedures for action in the
program.
(2) The work that we are doing
is based on the assumption that there
will be an appropriation and program. We are encouraging every action that can be taken in that light (as
in my notes of the past few days) but
we are not encouraging communities
to expend funds or make major commitments that would be unwise in the
face of the risk of no appropriation.
(3) We want to be sure that local
officials know what kind of projects
can benefit; what general steps are to
be taken; and are able to take as many
preliminary steps as possible in order
to be in the most complete status of
qualification possible upon enactment
of the program.
The principal purpose of this memo is to cite for you the local office
from which you can obtain the best
possible information as it becomes
available. By virtue of arrangements
with the Department of Commerce
indicated above. PERSONNEL OF
THE APEA OFFICES OF THE DIVISION OF PLANNING AND ZONII\IG WILL HAVE FULL INFORMATION AS RAPIDLY AS WE CAN
MAKE IT AVAILABLE THROUGH
THEM. AND WILL WORK DIRECTLY WITH YOU ON THE DETAILS
OF PROJECT APPLICATIONS. A
LIST OF THE AREA OFFICES OF
VIE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, with the personnel of those
(Vic( s and ,the counties which are
served by those offices, IS ATTACHED FOR YOUR USE.
In addition, since the program
NViil be administered in the federal
government by the Area Redevelopment Administration. YOUR AREA
FIELD COORDINATORS IN KENTrCKY WILL PROVIDE YOU
WITH INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE.(William L. Davis, ARA
Coordinator for Central Kentucky,
326 W. Main Street, Frankfort, KenGlasscock, ARA
tucky; William
2813 Fort Campbell Blvd., Hopkinsyille, Kentucky; H. H. Smith, Jr.,
ARA Eastern, Kentucky Hindman,
Kentucky.)

)STRICTLY, BUSINESS

When she came to the mountains of Kentucky for her health in
1916, Mrs. Alice Spencer Geddes
• Lloyd of Boston found both challenge
and opportunity. She was appalled to
find that in her mountain area only
two persons in a hundred could read.
She determined to do something
about it.
Starting with a one-room shack
of a school, within seven years she—
and her Caney Creek Community
Center in Knott County—could boast
of three: grade school, high school,
junior college. And in the ensuing
dr,cades this dedicated woman;a Radcliffe College alumna and former
ist,in newswoman, found her great
I i:,ppiness in the .education of thou:iinds of mountain people—teachers,
principals, doctors, lawyers, engineers—most of whom, under the "unwritten pledge" of Pippapass, remained in or returned to the mountains to
pay for their tuition with a contimiTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHEL1NG
Editors and Publishers ,
Vott-d "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
AN. Second

piaci, In

1559 and Flonorabl• Idention
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Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in Mi.
▪ d ryes
Perm/

All
mall
mbar riptions. (Amnia of address.
3579 to Pont OffIr. Box 4116 Fulton. lientooks

Published Every Thursday of The Thar
A member

of the

ing contribution of educated leadership.
In 1916 few would have predicted that Mrs. Lloyd, partially paralyzed as she had been in childhood,
would have reached the age of 86.
Ever fewer would have predicted
that her determination and her talent
for winning contributions to her
initial "settlement" work and its expansion would so greatly enrich not
only her life btitICentucky's aS well.
—Courier - Journal
Early in September Mrs. Lloyd
died in her beloved Caney Creek
Community Center. It was her wish
that she be buried as soon after her
death as possible on a hillside at Pippapass. a settlement she named from
a passage in the Bible. Her wish was
ea-riled out to the letter, with such detail that-many of the students she
taught were unable to attend the
services because of the short time
that elapsed between her passing and
her burial.
But it was not necessary for
those students to attend the last rites
for Alice Lloyd. For the memory of
her guiding spirit will be with them
for all of their lives. Except for her
vision and courage there still would
be darkness along the search for
learning in those remote Kentucky
mountains.

Kentucky Press Assoelation

Second - class postage paid at Fulton. Ken
iseky and at additional mailing offices
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton
Rickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and °Mon ano
Weakisy Counties Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the United States 4 00 per year

Thursday, September 27, 1962

ART
The true work of art is but a shadow of the-divine perfection.
—Michelangelo
Form and function are one.
—Frank Lloyd Wright

YOU
ARE YOUR CAR'S
"SIXTH WHEEL"!
Its' Brain...Heart...Conscience...
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KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
"I switched their signs while they were at lunch',"
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& Exposition

SEPT. 21-26
ELEVEN EXCITING PERFORMANCES

September 25, 1942
Fulton men call, d by the draft
board during September are as
follows:
Odie Rue Lowe,111thert J. Tucker, Thomas Richard'Maddox. E. C.
Hawkins. Thomas Allen, Albert
Luther Wright, Eton Leon Cruce.
Doris Lloyd Slaughter, Lewis Harold Bizzle, Paul E. Humphrey,
Robert Dennis Ferguson, Paul
Walker. Coleman Woodruff, Walter Loyal Bequette. Leslie Daniel
Wright, James Edward Byrd,
Ernest Woodrow Howard, William
Lee Genung, Robert Dee Strattion.
There was a good attendance at
the Chamber of Corimerce dinner
meeting Monday night at the
Rainbow' Room. A short talk was
given by Superitnendent J. 0.
Lewis on the work on the new
school building.
Bob White, preiddent. reported
that he was continuing his efforts
for the work on the Harris Fork
Creek and he behrves sornething
might be done ne t year.
J. Paul Bushart. former editor
and publisher of the Fulton County News, is now in the Public
Relations Department of the U. S.
Government with headquarters at
West Point, Mississippi. He left
for his new duties last week.
Mr. Bushart established the
News in 1933 and remained as
publisher and editor until his appointment in the government service.
John Lloyd Jones, son of Dr.

A Lady From Boston Enriched Kentucky

bY Merl"ftwe

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP

and Mrs. J. L. Jones of this city,
was recently commissioned second
lieutenant in The U. S. armed
forces. The commission becomes
effective upon his graduation'from
the University of Tennessee Dental College in Memphis in February of 1942.

RODEO
ster6ng TV's SHARPSHOOTING "RIFLEMAN"

CHUCK CONNORS
ITA BRYANT •
THURSDAY SEPT 27 Only

MAN IN'
SPACE .
EXHIBIT •::.•

The Malco Theatre has donated
its services for Tuesday night,
Septemb'er 29. to hold a War Bond
Rally. Admission is by war bond
only. If you have bought a war
bond during the month of September you will receive a pass for
this Special show.

R,2 95d 8 888.
AUT SWENSON'S
WORLD FAMOUS

11r-HR I L LCAIDE A

DAREDEVILS

PLUS TOP CIRCUS and VAUDEVILLE ACTS,

SATURDAY SEPT. 29
st 2 and 8 P.M.
IN
PI'SON

GRIFFIT
TV', SHERIFF OF
MAYBERRY IN A 2 HOUR
ALL-STAR FUN Mari

Mrs. Irene Boaz of Pearl Village spent part of last week with
Miss Nora Majors of Palmersville,
Tennessee.

TICKETS FOR ALL FAIR ATTRACTIONS ON
SALE AT GOLDSMITH'S CENTRAL TICKET
OFFICE. MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FR I. ED •

Robert Alexander, son of Mrs.
C. M. Conley of this city is with
the Marines on Guadalcanel Island in the Solomons, according to
a letter received by his mother
today. Robert, who has been with
the Marines since April, 1941, is a
radio operator. He wrote that it
was no picnic over there but they
were doing fine.

RAY "AHAB TIE ARAI STEVENS

MILLION S MIDWAY!
FREE BONUS SHOWS!
.STARTUNG EXHIBITS!

MrCOSY
RtiMHO

Johnny Mack Brown heads the
billing at the Strand Theater;
George Montgomery, Maureen 0'i-fara, Robert Stack, and Diana
Barrymore are showing at the
Fulton Theater; and John Wayne
and Joan Blondell are being featured at the Orpheum Theater.

•

SENIOR
CITIZEN
PLANS

100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission.
By JOE JORDAN

(Kentucky Civil War Commission) Thus, as the week under review
One hundred years ago this ended, both Bragg's army and
week, a Confederate army under Buell's were headed toward MunGen Braxton Bragg and a Union fordville, with the Confederates
nearer to it and with the Fedarmy under Major Gen. Don Carby
hampered
erals seriously
los Buell were poised in southern
Kentucky for what appeared like- Wheeler's cavalry.
ly to defelop into a race for
Major Gen. Wiliam Nelson,
Louisville. Bragg was somewhat who had been wounded August
nearer to the Falls of the Ohio, 30 in the Battle of Richmond
having mareter across_ the state when his Federal Army of Kenline from Tennessee after causing tucky had been defeated and scatBuell to fall back on Nashville in
tered by Major Gen. Edmund
a mistaken Iletief thartfie Tennes- Kirby Smith's Confedarate troops,
see state capital was the Confed- was in command at Louisville and
was working feverishly to whip
erate objective.
By September 12 Buell per- green troops into shape and to
ceived that Nashville was not .have intrenchments dug. However,
going to be attacked and by Sep- it was generally conceded that he
tember 14 he had reached Bowling could not long defend the city
Green and turned toward Mun- against Braxton Bragg's combatfordville, where a Federal garri- tested veterans if Bragg beat
son was threatened by the Con- Buell to the Falls City.
Volunteer militia of Ohio and
federate advance. Col. Joseph
("Fightin' Joe") Wheeler inter- Indiana were pouring into Cincinnati and streaming across a
posed his Confederate cavalry on
the road from Bowling Green to bridge laid on a line of barges to
Munfordville and slowed Buell's Covington and Newport, which for
several days had been menaced
advance.
Brig. Gen. James Ronald Chal- by a division of Kirby Smith's
mers, commanding a Confederate army on the outskirts of Covingbrigade, attacked Munfordville the ton. The Confederates began a
same day (14th), having been slow withdrawal in obedience to
concerning
t h e orders.
misinformed
The Rev. John G. Fee, an abolistrength of the garrison and the
character of the defensive works. tionist who for years had been a
The post was commanded by Col. troublesome figure in Kentucky
J. T. Wilder of the 17th Indiana, politics, was taken across the
whose force consisted of four regi- Ohio River by Bracken County
citizens, set free on the Ohio side,
ments of infantry, a battery and
several detachments, aggregating and warned that he would be
about 4000 men. Chalmers, who hanged if he returned to Bracken
had only 1913 men, attacked vig- County. Those who expelled him
orously but was repulsed. He lost from the state were the Union
men of the county.
35 killed and 253 wounded.
Gen. Bragg, hearing about Chalmers' attack and Beull's moveThe Kentucky Department of
ments, on September 15 moved out Public Safety urges you to yield
of Glasgow, where the Confed- right-of-ways freely. It's as unerates had been resting two days, pleasant to be dead-right as deadand took the road to Munfordville. wrong.
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FRIDAY, SEM IS ea,
I 30 and 7:30 P.M. A DELIGHT
YOGI BEAR St HUCKLEBERRY HOUND
MARK WILSON AND HIS
MAGIC IARD 0 ALUKALUI
110 910
THE DE JAY REVIEW
PRESENTING

FOR EVERYONE IN KENTUCKY
65 OR OVER.
OFFERED IN OCTOBER ONLY

• NO AGE LIMIT
• NO PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
PROTECTION FOR—
•HOSPITAL CARE, SURGICAL-MEDICAL 13111S
NURSING HOME CARE: DOCTORS VISITS
1110 DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES
O. VISITING NURSE SERVICES
TELL YOUR PARENTS OR RELATIVES
•
65 OR OVER
DON'T LET THEM MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY FOR
INFORMATION AND AN APPLICATIO
BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Road
Louisville 5, Ky.

NFSC11.

am a K•ntuckion, 65 years of age or over. Please send me
information and on application for your "Senior Citizen" program.

I

NAME
ADDRESS

/
I

JP
STATE
CITY
If yaw ate •liatitly • mends./ of Nue Crewalas Shield please re peer

Cortillitars 54.
AI ME MRS I= NM MB NO MI UM NM MB NMI

=I INN 11•1

NM MI III

Campaign Buttons Date Back To Days Of Alexander The Great!
Americans are sprouting the ruled much of the Western World, dispensed—arm bands,
hatpins,
most ubiquitious of all political men in Constantinople painted socks, neckties,
canes, parasols,
insignia—the campaign button!
their fingernails to show their po- thimbles, pencils, plates, decanters,
The red-white-and-blue lapel litical persuasions! A coalition of matches, marching costumes, and
pins spell out the preferences of Blues and Greens in A. D. 532 bumper stickers which defy all
an estimated 45 million voters gave Emperor Justinian I enorm- efforts to remove them.
who will elect 435 United States ous trouble.
Button collectors have formed a
Representatives and 38 Senators
Political trinketry in America society—the American Political
on November 6.
was not ignored by even the most Item Collectors Association—for
serious study of the deep-dyed
For the first time in an off- visionary of Founding Fathers.
George Washington gave out tradition. One member recently
year election, Maine will go to the
polls with the rest of the nation. locketlike pins with a picture of turned. over 20,000 items to the
Before 1960, the bellwether state himself on the front and a mirror Smithsonian Institution!
Political insignia are apparentheld elections in September, an in back. Worn by ladies around
exception granted in earlier days their necks, they could turn the ly more than a colorfully casual
when bad roads and snow pre- gadget around to use the mirror propaganda gimmick. "A button
vented farmers from getting to when a curl popped out of place. has a magical character, like an
Gay blades wore buttons initialed Indian's warpaint," observed Dr.
the polls in late fall.
Emil A. Gutheil, editor of the
Now abuilding, the blizzard of GW.
Earliy political insignia in the American Journal of Psychobuttons, banners, and billboards,
so characteristic of the American United States were made of brass, therapy. "By wearing it, a person
political scene, is an age-old silver, lead, wood, and bone. Holes rallies his friends and frightens
phenomenon, says the National were bored in some so they could his foes."
be suspended from a watch fob.
Geographic Society.
Gov. Bert Combs inspects one of a'dozen corn shuck
Banners waved
in ancient Others displayed a "plank" from
dolls presented to him by Mrs. Ruth Carr, right,
Athens. Supporters of Roman the candidate's platform.
Mt. Moriah Community
director of Carr's Cabin Crafts, Chenoa, and T. H.
candidates scrawled slogans on
By Mrs Marlon Milam
Celluloid buttons, precursors of
Broecker, left, chairman of the board of The Klarer
stone road markers, anticipating today's metal and plastic disks,
Co., Lonisville. Klarer is using the dolls, produced in
the highway billboard by 2,000 appeared in 1892. Since then, the
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Grissom
Kentucky's handcraft program, as a sales premium
years.
low cost and mass distribution of visited Mr. and
Mrs. Herman
with the purchase of certain meat products. Included
Campaign buttons go back at such emblems—over 200 million in
Grissom on Sunday.
in the gaily outfitted collection are Mary Todd Lincoln,
least to the reign of Alexander the the 1960 election—has popularized
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milam and
Daniel Boone, Chief War Eagle, Jim Porter and Davy
Great in the 4th century B. C. the phrase, "Buttonholing the
children and Mr. and Mrs. George
Crockett,
The Macedonian ruler sent silver voter."
Powell • attended the rodeo in
buttons to constituents, promising
Almost anything that could pos- Sikeston, Missouri, last Sunday.
the ancient equivalent of a New
Rex Allen and his horse, Ko-Ko
sibly endear a candidate's name
Deal.
were there in person.
When the Byzantine Empire and face to the public has been
Several Baptist preachers met
on Sunday at Dalton's Grocery to
take census and to discuss plans
The News is pleased to send
for rebuilding a new church at
birthday greetings to the followMt. Moriah. There will be sering persons this week:
vices there at the building of
In Operation 61 Years
September 27: David Short,
Daltons on next Sunday afternoon.
The Fulton-South Fulton Bus- Jean Dallas, Barbara Rice, Willie
We are glad to welcome Heck
iness & Professional Women's Rice, Johnny Holland; September
Bennett back to this community.
• Large Display •
Club will sponsor classes in "Rec- 28: William Cruce, Harry
Nash,
Hope his health will continue to
• Well Lighted At Night •
ord Keeping For Small Business- Judy Choate, C. E. Zickefoose,
improve so he can be at home
es"
for
anyone
desiring
Afternoons
•
to take Mrs. M. W. Hawes, Johnny
• Open Sunday
with Rella.
the course. Classes will be taught Thompson, Mrs. Hunter Whitesell,
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milam and
by Glen I. Clayton. who is asso- Mrs. Porter Childers, Edward
children visited Mrs. Edward Calciated with Schuette & Taylor, Benedict, Jr.; September 29:
J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
A. C.
houn of Pryorsburg on Sunday
Fulton
an accounting firm in Paducah.
Greenfield, Tenn.
Butts, Mrs. Lawson Roper, CaroAD 5-2293
afternoon.
Call 124
Classes will meet one night a lyn collier; September 30: Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Works, Mr. and
week for ten weeks. The fee will Vudie Hardin, Billy Nelms, Cissy
Mrs. Coy Harrison and Mr. and
oigammaimaCIIIMB
be $6.00, this to cover the cost Hatfield, Mrs. Richard Rice,
alsamolr"
Mrs.
Mrs. Burnet Lowery were Sunof text book.
Emily Hardih, Mrs. Neil Clinard,
day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Heck
—SEEGene
Paul
The
instructions v.ill be in basic
Bruce.
Bennett.
•
Mrs. Milburn Conner will attend bookkeeping and will deal with
October 1: Ralph Breeden. I.con
financial
statement-. Social Sea Union School in Missouri this
Nelson Tripp, Kim
surity records, with-holding tax Hutchens,
week.
Homra; October 2: Alr,;:. A. T.
YOUR
records,
journals, ledgers, and
FOR
Will see you next week.
profit and loss sedements. This Hale, Betty Ann Powell; Octohi !
FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
course comes under. Distributive 3: Patsy Brown, Jean Hylan
Education, financed through state Mrs. J. H. How ard,_Mrs. Don Nel* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
son'
SOIL CONSERVATION and
tech rid money appropriated
FARM LOANS
for vocational edu-dion, and is
NEWS
OFFICE PHONE 5
208 MAIN STREET
H. F. Smith
being offered by T ':zhman Area
Support The Bulldogs!!
Vocational Trade •,chool under
FULTON, KENTUCKY
that plan.
Soil Conservation Service
Anyone desiring to take the
George Newton has repaired a course, contact me. bers of th_e
sod waterway on his farm near B&PW Club or the Chamber of
Hickman. He filled and seeded Commerce promptly,so that meeteroded areas without disturbing ing can be held and ,,tarting date
the grass in place. Repairs should determined. It is desired to start
be made as soon as possible after classes as soon as possible.
the damage is done.
Ditches have ,,to be maintained
just the same as the'roof on your •PIERCE
STATION
house has to be repaired. M. B.
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
Major has been spraying willows
in one of his ditches in the upper
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove
bottom. Ditches cannot function
when full of brush. J. A. Lattus and family attended the Midhired a ciragline to dip out the South Fair in Memphis Friday.
David Long spent Fridayr and
willows and silt that had accumSaturday in Fulton with Tommy
ulated in one of his ditches.
Conservation farming is becom- Toon.
Mrs. William Greer and Mrs.
ing a way of life in America.
as
DISTILLIED AMID
Nearly two million farmers have Ernest Lowe visited relatives in
40
PUSHBUTTON
switched to conservation farming Dyersburg Friday.
42
Z4
WATER LEVEL
Mrs. Jack Lowt• honored her
CONTROL
during the past 25 years, but few
daughter
Jane
with
a
birthday
*
of them did it all at once. Instead,
Saves water. Use
ONLV
Thursday
supper
night.
Guests
they changed in easy steps, usualno more than you
ly one step at a time. It's easier were Phyllis Bynum, Charlotte
seed for small,
Muzzal,
Betty
Stephens
and
Joy
that way and a lot better all
FIFTH
medium or large
around. What step do you plan to Fly.
Guests of Mrs. Charles Lowe
loads.
41
take
in 1963?
.
$2.85
Sunday afternoon were: Mrs.
ST.45
hy...ottedepoti
Gladys Gibbs and Mrs. C. PentaPINT
V? PINT..r,' -kalA
WX4..4.7
cost of Mayfield: Mrs. Carmack
DID YOU KNOW . • .
Mill
Illstillenco.Bia.
90 PROOf • 6'RAW
that arson is the most serious Anderson of Dresden; Mrs. Bob
crime on our statutes next to mur- Glisson and Debbi,. of Martin;
•Uistillerb or.? 111.111.0 by
der, and causes greater loss of life and Miss Nancy Adams of MemHEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC
and destruction of property than phis.
. Bardstown, WI,OM ounly X,n,a19,
ANY other crime?
McNamara sees tide turning on
Vietnam Reds.

Greenfield Monument Works

Bookkeeping Class
To Be Sponsored
By Fulton B&PW

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
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Plans Announced
For Annual Lion's
Club Minstrel

Judge Orders
Flag Moved
To Conform

The annual Lion's Club Minstrel
St. Louis—City Judge Morris M.
has been set for November 9 and
10 in Carr Auditorium this year. Rosenthal ordered an immediate
Plans are underway for new ehange in his newly modernized
songs, new participants and lots courtroom. '
of fun for everyone.
Rosenthal discovered that workMrs. H. N. Strong will again men had built the American Flag
direct the show, assisted by Mrs. receptacle to the le/t of the new
Nelson Tripp and Mrs. L. C. Lo- bench, when Flag etiquette says it
gan. Rehearsals will be set up should be to the,right,,,

soon.

LOTS HELPED!
A record-high 1,776 mentally
and physically handicapped Kentuckians were rehabilitated during the last fiscal year by the
Bureau of Rehabilitation Services
of the Kentucky Department of
Education.
Soviet criticized Kazakh chiefs
on farm tool delays.

All Makes and Model.
1111
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Wade Television
Ill Lake St.

.AII The News In The News!

Phone 450

11111111
.
1111
.
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You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake

11TIIIIIS, REAMS and TAYLOR

Street

Fulion, Ky.

Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
1
A satisfied customer is our best
testimonial. That is why we give
you fast, efficient, technical service and low rates on TV repairs.
It all adds-up to saving you
money!
ANTENNAS INSTALLED

Roper Television
30E, Main Street

Pi -,c.

September -Special

AS FOt •••
HEAVEN HILL

FREE! BIG 25-POUND BOX OF COLGATE'S LOW-FOAM DETERGENT
(the kind recommended for automatic washers) with each MAYTAG
washer during September.

GREEN LABEL
„„„rerne eiemi

PUSHBUTTON
WATER
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
H,,, warm or cold
...the right walrr
temperature for
or fabric.

8`'`°141

taAVEN Hitt

$i155

2 SPEEDS
For proper washing and rinsing of
delicate or regular
fabrics.

(01

S

TV REPAIR

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

Support The Red Devils!!

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

AMOUS MAYTAG
AGITATOR ACTION
Washes all fabrics
gently but thoroughlys

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

SWIRLAWAY
DRAINING
Lint, dirt and detergent drain out
and away from
clothes.

ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
e

AT

1.

FIVE
MAYFIELD HIWAY

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hopina for a formula like this — with extra potency to support a positive sense
Df well-being and mental alertness. It provides important hpotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC

ONE
FULTON, KY.

BIG CAPACITY
LINT RE MOVER
TUB
Double 'porcelain
tubs wash tinily
size loads clean!

capsule(s
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

FULL TIME
SP FETY LID
AND BRAKE
Stops all action
within seconds
when lid is raised.

ZINC COATED
STEEL CABINET
Finished with 3
protective coatings
protects against
rust.

MuJul A 500

IN Beautiful Styling•Unbalance Safety Switch•Metered
F'_.;JS ALL
fill ...r water pressure problems•
loading IN LevelThese Features: ing Legs• Flush to Wall Installation •lopOptional
S. Saver

tho;altar° that makesthem all work-Maytag Dependability!
BENNETT ELECTRIC and FURNITURE CO.
MASONIC BLDG.; WALNUT ST.

PHONE 201
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Juniors Of South
Fulton Complete
Magazine Drive
The juniors of South Fulton
High School completed their magazine sales drive last week and
the team headed by Clayburn
Peeples won over the team headed by Bonnie Weaks. The first
team collected $656.36 while the
second raised $483.66. The total
we. $1,140.02.

High salesmen were: Paul Blaylock. $75.39;. Linda Cardwell,
$74.66; Jo Margaret Powell, $66.62;
Anna Hardy, $81.39; Bonnie
Weeks, $51.31.
Officers for the class are: Ronnie Weaks, president; Clayburn
Peeples, vice president; Judy Hendon, secretary; Anna Hardy, reporter; Paul Blaylock and Sandra
Toon, historians; Steve Schwerdt,
sergeapt-at-arms: Maxine Lewis
and Eddine Ivester, class favorites.
All The News In The News!

We are in the market to fill your

PURCHASE ORDERS
We have a good and complete supply of

FERTILIZERS AND SEED
including barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimson,
Kenland, Ladino and white clovers, grasses, etc.
JUST IN! PLANT THEM NOW!
Fall Shipment of Bulbs from Holland
Hyacinth-Tulips-Iris-Daffodil-Narcissus

AClat.thiSons
East State Line

Phone 202 - 602

September Special!
Save! Regularly $5.50 Gallon

afford notto
rid atthislow price!
1

only
MARTIN
SENOUR
4.95
per gallon 4417p,
3If

MARTINIENOUR
*300ehouse a
cottage
mAerr"ess
Here's the biggest paint value ever.:
A.one you can't afford to
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use Martin-Senour -3000" for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one coat.

Come in Now-Today! Get This Great Value,
Plus Other Martin-Senour Quality Products.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO
Church Street, Fulton

Phone 35

Martha DeMyer Is
President of FHS
Future Homemakers

Sul/Port

Red Devils!!

Support The Bulldogs!!

f

Martha DeMyer, daughter of
Mayor and Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer,
is the new president of the Fulton High Future Homemakers of
America. Other officers are Mary
Virginia Page, Vice President; Rita
Thompson, Secretary; Mary DeMyer, Treasurer.
Also: Ida Carol Notes, Recreation Leader; Martha Kay Hemphill. Song Leader; Carol Luther,
Reporter; Margaret Poe, Parliamentarian; Cathy Campbell, Historian.
The first meeting of the year,
held Wednesday, September 19,
featured a program by Mary VirThis serious looking quartet couldn't muster much of a smile for
ginia Page. She outlined several
the photographer as they contemplated the task of serving about 2000 of the programs for the year and
persons at the big barbecue and fund-raising dinner to be held Tues- the objectives of th- orgartiaztion.
day, October 2 at the Fulton Ball Park. Pictured left to right are Dr.
Ward Bushart ss ho will "cut-up" the barbecue: liugh Fly, Derby
Restaurant miner s ho will "dish-up" the meat and trimmings; Insurance Agent Dewey Johnson who ,ill insure an adequate serving for
all attending and Sheriff Joe Campbell who will protect. the guests

ir

Support The Red Devils!!
Support The Bulldogs!!

for under-eating and over-enthusiasm.

SISTER VENUS

Bulldous Swamp Providence And Red
Devi!s Might Sharon, Tennessee
The twin-cities two fine high their fourth straight victory with
school football teams continued to a 10-yard run by half back Gene
roll along their winning ways last Hardy in the final minutes of the
Friday night. as Fulton over- game at Sharon. Gary Wayne
whelmed their Providence foes, Isbell scored the first South Ful54-13, and South Fulton downed ton TD b the second period. Gene
a determined Sharon team, 14-7. Hardy and Clayburn Peeples made
It was an exciting game for the the extra points.
overflow crowd at Memorial StaThe undefeated Bulldogs take
dium who watched the Fulton oh another powerful and also unHigh Homecoming activities. In defeated team. Murray High, Frihonor of their lovely and petite day night at Memorial Stadium.
Homecoming Quten, Sandra Cash. This is one of the most important ,
the Bulldogs scored three touch- games in the Western Kentucky ,
downs in the first quarter, two in area for the week.
the second quarter.. one in the
The South Eilton team trove'
third quarter, and two in the to Alamo, Tennessee,Friday night
fourth and final quarter. The two looking for their fifth in a row.
Providence tallies came in the
second half.
Making the Fulton scores were FULTON BULLDOGSTerry Beadles (3), Kenneth Allen
(Contiseed from page one)
(2). Don Burnette, Tommy Powell and Johnny Covington. Burn- in plenty of time to get a gooe
ette kicked two of the extra points seat. A fine half-time show I
and Covington took a pass. from promised - by the Fulton High
Beadles for another.
Band, under the direction of ManSouth Fulton's Red Devils took del Brown.

Indian Reader,
ind Advisor.
Are you suffering, sick,
need help or have bad
luck? Bring your problems to Sister Venus tolay and be rid of them
tomorrow.

STILL THE CHAMPION
for active boys...
SPORTSWEAR by•

She advises on all affairs of life. Reading are
$1.00.

AMPUS

Located 2 miles north
if Fulton on the Mayfield Highway.
•
Open from 8 a. m. until
10 p. m. seven days a

'Styled for a young man's busy days-to 811
all his active hours. Campus offers a wide
selection of rugged, wearable, washable'
sportswear...everything a boy neS4a W
keep him handsomely on-the-go.

Look for the Indian
sign in front of her home.

KASNOW'S
448-52 LAKE STREET

FULTON
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HOSPITAL NEWS
-•-•••

The following persons were
patients in the three Fulton Hospitals Wednesday afternoon:
FULTON HOSPITAL
Louis Burke. Fulton Route 3;
Mrs. Don Caksackkar and baby,
Mrs. Will McDade. Harvey Caldwell, Katherine Lowe, Mrs. Russell Jenkins and baby, Mrs. Benny Colley, Mrs. J. W. Elledge, M.
L. Batts, Barney Speight, Richard
Crutchfield. Mrs. Guy Irby, Mrs.
Tillman Adams, Aaron Kirby, all
of Fulton; J. S. Karr, Burnette
Wilson, both of Clinton; Debbie
Grissom, Mrs. Hugh Whitman,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Yates, all of
Water Vallley, Rottto 2; M. S.
Bridewell, Sr., Hickman. Route
Mrs. Louis B. Jones, Fulton
Route 5; John Asbell, Fulton.
Route 4; Mrs. Fronie Griffin, Carl
Stroud, both of Crutchfield; Mrs.
Clinton Doran and baby. Lynnville Route 1; B. A. Partee, Alamo; Mrs. Jim Holcombe, Hickman; Mrs. Cleo Myatt, Clinton
Route 4; W. J. Jordan, Mayfield.
JONES HOSPITAL
I,. II Alford, Dukedom Route 2:
Mrs. E. E. Shanklin. Dresden
Route 4: Avon French. R. 0.
Brown, R. L. Cannon. Danny McGuire, and W. A. Bethel. all of
Fulton.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL .
Mrs. Russell Sherron. Mrs.
Catherine Sherron, both of Dukedom; Mrs. Jack Hughes, Hickman;
Everette Jordan, Ruel Fulcher,
Mrs. Susie Hillman. Bernice Long,
Mrs. Harry Gordon, Mrs. James
Cook. Mrs. G. W. Holly. L. D.
Wright, Ed Neeley, Ronnie Burrow, Mary Smith, Lucille Crumble. all of Fulton.

E/46
McCULLOCH'S
VALUE CHAIN SAW
Powerful direct drive cutting with professional engineering features. "Big saw" performance--"Small saw" price!

FALL Sale Of Floor Samples
And Specially - Priced Furniture

SAVE 50% And MORE
Reg. Price:

Light Gray Chest of Drawers
Blond chest of drawers, plastic top
Double Dresser
Hand burnished Pine bookcase bed
Maple bunk beds & innerspring mattresses _
Innerspring mattress
Matching box spring
5-Piece Maple dinette suite, extension table
Maple platform rocker
Full size walnut panel bed
Full size low post Walnut bed
Hollywood beds, twin size

$ 49.95
$ 59.95
$ 69.95
$ 79.95
$129.95
$ 34.95
$ 34.95
$119.95
$ 39.95
$ 39.95
$ 39.95
$129.95

$19.95
$24.95
$39.95
$34.95
$89.95
$24.95
$24.95
$89.95
$24.95
$21.50
$19.95
$89.95

$189.95
$129.95

$99.95
$79.95

Innerspring mattresses, box springs

Maple sofa bed
Danish Walnut sofa, foam cushions

SALE PRICE:

$204.50
ADDED POWER • COOL RUNNING • SMOOTH IDLING
LOOP SCAVENGING • POSITIVE SAFETY CUT-OFF SWITCH
SEE IT ON DISPLAY NOWI

Paul Nailing Implement Co.
314 Walnut St.

Phone 16, Fulton

FULTON HARDWARE AND FURNITURE CO.
208 Lalce Street

Telephone 1

TWIN CITIES-(Continued front page one)
ton. They movea here recently
from Mayfield, where Mrs. Hughes returns daily to work. The
children are David, 12, Jerry, 10,
and Judy, 15. They are members
of the Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Worley,
formerly of Union City, Tennessee,
helped increase the Fulton population when theymovecl themselves and their five children to
their new home on 508 West State
Line early this summer. Mr. Worley is employed at the Brown
Shoe Company in Union City.
The children are Danny, 15, David,
13, Arthur, 11, Judy, 12, and
Kathey 6. David is an active Little
Leaguer and his father has been
a tekm manager in Union City.
The Reuben Moody family moved here from sunny Florida, making the move in July. They are

MONARCH

originally from Murray, Kenan official of the American Veteri- a veterinarbu.."
NOTEBOOK—
Page 5
tucky. He is employed by SouthThe Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 27, 1962
(Continued /mon page mei • I nary Medical Associ: tam:
ern Bell Telephone. They have
.5
Though only 22 per cent of the; "People are more knowledge- 1 The array
gyt
equipment
two children, Steve, 13, and SusTRUCK HERE
able about their pets today. They and services available for Rover
CHRISTMAS PLANS!
an, 10. They are living at 108 nation's 21,000 veterinarians have
exclusively pet practices, thesel know about medical care avail- is impressive. Of course if his
A truck from the Men's Sociall The Fulton Women's.Auxilioy t
Cleveland in Fulton.
specialists earn 45 per cent ($60 able and want to take advantage problem is more Psychological
A Friendly Finance employee, million) of the entire income in of it. When people drove Model than physical, a bracing ocean Service Center of the Salvation the Medical Society is announcint.
Charles Crabtree moved his fami- the field.
T's. they made repairs themselves; I voyage might be the thing. One- Army of Memphis will be in Ful- its annual Christmas lunchtfon ant
ly here from Hopkinsville during
not so today. It's the same with way New York - to - London fare ton Monday. October 1, for pick- fashion show to be held tentative
up service. The office of the ly on Wednesday. December 5th
the early days of summer. They
Why are Americans spending at pet owners. They tend not to try on the new luxury liner "Frgnce" Chamber of Commerce will ac Planer announcements
will comt
are Baptist and have three chil- a record rate
for their pets? Says to doctor a pet's illness, but go to is $50—for dogs.
later (late
c'ePt Phone calls.
dren, Cathey, 10, Chryl, 6, and
Rodney Lynn, 19 months. They
moved near another newcomer,
the Cooks who were mentioned
above, at 906 Walnut in Fulton.
SHOP A&P REGULARLY TO GET MORE ON-THE-TABLE GOODNESS AL..
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Piatt
and their son, Clay, 15, have been
in Fulton most of the summer. He
is the new minister of the Episcopal Churches here and in Hickman. They are living on Jackson
Street. Clay is a sophomore at
Fulton High and is on the Bulldog football team.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald E. Stewartson, 110 West State Line, are
just out of college at Michigan
State University. He is an employee of Swift and Company of
Fulton. She is a native of Virginia and he comes from near
Chicago. They have no children.
To these and all the other new
arrivals to the Fulton-South Fulton area we would like to extend
a hearty Welcome We know that
Whole Loin
lb 57c
each new family who comes here
helps to enrich the community
Loin Half Loin . lb. 63c
and the lives of those who live
Loin Chops .lb. 99c
here. We hope that they will make
Rib Half Loin ... lb. 53c
Fulton their home for a long, long
Rib
Chops ...lb. 89c
time.

BE

RK ROAST

Genuine Spring Lamb Sale!

NEW PORTABLE
BY REMINGTON!
Come in and try
Holiday! So much
quality,easy typing & advanced
design
u r (Plus Tax)
for only'

$:89.95

• Exclusive Remington ''wraparound" styling protects precision
typing mechanism!
• Its rugged top Is its carry case!
• Free typing course and chart
w tti ever sruichinel

Wade's
Office Machines
—Sales And Service206 Main St.

Phone 503
FULTON, KY.

LEG 0 LAMB

Shldr. Chops. . lb. 59c

Local Salesman
Escapes Injury
In Car Wreck
J. D. Prince, Bennett Electric
salesman, narrowly escaped in
last Thursday morning in an
accident on the Union City Highway, near the Southway Restaurant.
According to Mr. Price, he was
driving north on Highway 51, enroute to work in Fulton. when he
started to pass a piek-up truck
driven by a Mr. Dawes of Union
City. The truck turned into the
Restaurant driveway, striking the
Prince car in the side and forcing
it off the road.
Neither driver was injured but
,the Prince car was badly damaged.

lb.

ovc

SUPER RIGHT
7-RIB
CUT
LOIN

lb.

Center Cut Chops lb. 79c

fl-Lb.)2

1st Cut Chops

SLICED BACON
GA.L.,
3
‘
(Males .r 4 Cana
of 5
Pride
23c

lb. 49c

Loin End Roost

97'

LB.
PKG.

49c

lb. 43c

Biscuits ( ) 23C Turkeys
21c 39c
Purex
lvalon
35C Ground Beef
)2
B
Candy Bars
6 25c A&P Tomato Juice
4 46-oz. Cans 87c
Wishbone =nin.. ;7ess,..35(
25
69c
Gold MedalFLOUR(
Potatoes
Plumite
10c
Bananas
!?,c
Floor Wax vailmny°1717.
10`
Pillsbury
57c Tokav Grapes
.
3 89`
490 Strawberries
Light Tuna
Lestoil
( 650Jane
Special Sale! A&P
Bleach

Cans
of 10

4 to22

Grade A

ki-Gal.

Qt

U.S.D.A.

SUPER - RIGHT FRESH

sponges

C"ik

abo cleanser

for

(Dez
:17c
1
r
1

Lb 39,

Lbs. j

NUMBER ONE HIGH QUALITY, La...

43t

Baby Ruth

PBaaerk

219

)2PE;ala:grb'

For Clogged
Drains

Fall Styles are here, too!
Young men, you may have the bestlooking clothes you have ever worn.
Shop our store and you'll find high

SUITS AND SPORT COATS of fine fabrics
and the very latest styles — for the well - dressed
businessman or professional man, also for the high
school or college man.

EsaulaE

No as Ws
Do

liZ*4

Rjkit

z Zits

4'0
4

vas vts

At
soko-

sgvaNt

st'111
taxgAt+
COOPER'S JOCKEY
44.
BRIEFS
41446,
sto46 4604.
1%11 SI6S
VAS
010- ssOSS

Bag

Calif.

Visit our "Gift Bar" of unusual and

Fancy

Pts

24-0z.
15-0s
)
97c
Bottle

Paer ENRICHED

GELATIN DESSERTS

White Bread

43c
2
11 4-Lb.

INSTANT COFFEE
10-oz. Jar ___ 99c

Loaves

2 21c
3-0z.
Pkgs.

C4D

SIEGEL ALL WEATHER COATS
AND COTTON SLACKS

Lb.

Red

ARROW AND McGREGOR SWEATERS,
SPORTSWEAR

Lb.

Calif.

Chicken
93.4-0z.
of the Sea........ Can

CLEANER

liAGGAR
A118°W DRESS Sitars
kiLACR's

501 FOR

Qt

FLOUR
(Self Rio. 59e) Plain.

quality and STYLE PLUS.

Buy Plenty
and Serve Often
at This Low Price

12-0z
Can

Pt.

BLbg
.

U. S. No. 1
White

Sill

(Save 30c)

Green Giant Peas
Niblets Corn Hilohdo7:Kernel
Mexicorn Niblets
Cut Green Beans M`,;'

Cans 39c
2 17-0z.
12-02.
2 Cans 39c
Cans 41c
2 12-0t.
2'Cr.'41c

Gold Medal Flour
k 5 61c) E c9c

Dove Soap

(10c OFF PACK)

Self Rising

PINK

Rinso Blue
Giant
561/2-0z.
Box

67

popular male gift ideas!

2

°
'
F1:
31 '
,:l 39

2

49°

n

Lb
Baq

Bag

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, SEPT. 29
THE GREAT ATtANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

iAJ)Vood

torts

&MIRKA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE MR

.--......---__
Cashon - Grisham - Wright
Mens' Wear
220 Main Street

Fulton

Strawberry
Quik
1-Lb.
0
44
Ctn.

Maxwell House
Instant Coffee
111.°
Jaat
z.

970
——

BALLAR" C:144

'ask

HUNGRY JACK DELUXE

Pancake Mix
Ulf
)
5
Plain
If Rising
Lb.
emutits 2 Pkg.
". 43°
sag SP :
510
Flour

W

..

Sweetheart .
Soap
10 %
Solo i

A

iiie

Biro
g.
Re

324

Pdgt
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Accessories Make
News On Fall
Fashion Scene

OFF AND RUNNING by John I. Day

range from tall or large-brimmed
to the head-hugging varieties
similar to those worn in the 1930's.
You'll see high crowns, bretons,
toques, turbans, tams, and berets.
Many are worn forward, although
The first division of the a good stakes winner in his
bretons are worn to the back
Woodstock Stakes, at Wood- racing &pt. In three seasons,
while tams are placed to the back
bine this year, might be reduring less lucratis
years,
Accessories are big news on the or side. Materials include beavferred to as a sort of "Roman
1939-41, he won :8 of 40 starts
fall fashion scene, according to ers, velours, furs, fabrics, and
Holiday", and a horse named
/56,060.
and
Roman
was
not
Roman Anna, on that day at the sire of the faur "Romans"
Mrs. Verna McCuiston, UK Ex- many others. With such a wide
least, might have been called
tension clothing specialist. The choice, most women will be able
mentioned above, but three of
"The noblest Roman of them
them were aired by his sons,
simplicity of many styles popular to find a becoming style.
all". Roman Anna was the
Boots and spats for casual wear
Roman Might, Roman Patrol
this fall often needs accent with
winner
over
Roman
Dipper
and
Roman S..ndal, and the
are
fashion
big
news in shoes, Mrs.
accessories. Color in clothes is
with Bala Roman third and
other one was out of a daugh"quieter' this year, too, so many McCuiston says. Materials range
Burnt Roman fourth. Four
ter of Roman. Consistently
from fabrics and furs for boots
accessories are brighter.
non-Roman horses also ran. among the top 20 leading
and spats to leather, fabric and
Roman, the horse responsible
sires, Roman died in 1960 at
. Scarves have regiii7led importsuede for other shoes. FAII shcre
for this nominal domination
the age of 23. His last crop
ance; you'll find many- varieties, fashions
continue to show much
of the Woodstock Stakes, was
of foals are now yearlings
from small ascots to big, triang- variety
in shape and materials.
and
through 19•A., his get had
ular shawl.e. Large scarves or furs
Heels vary from low to high; but
won a total of $6,990,571. Last
In ascots or boas are especially the
year, he had 42 winners, which
needle-thin heel, so popular in
popular when word "muffed" at
won a total of 100 races and
recent years, seems on the way
the throat for the "Mata Hari out.
$354,558
and this season his
Toe shapes range"from the
son, Roman Line, was among
look" often seen in fall fashions.
very pointed to the squared, with
the top 3-year-olds e.nr,T he
,Purses are smaller and softer, the squared toe more popular
went wro.i.g prior to the Belfor
Mrs. McCuiston notes. Many have daytime wear.
mont Stakes,
rigid handles. 'ht' shoulder bag is
Gloves will be shorter to meet
Making a - come-bark with casual the longer sleeves on many
fall
clothes. You'll find handbags for garments. In more expensiv
e price
many moods, but classic good ranges, you can find leather
and
looks is the keynote. The refined suede, some cuffed in fur
or trimlook in purses is seen in leather, med with reptile or velvet
to comreptile. fabrics, tapestries, real or plete a costume. Fabric
gloves, in
fake fur, and suede for better misty and neutral colors
and with
bags.
discreet trimming, are the favorSince,, smoother, more simple ites.
hair styles seem to be the trend,
Simplicity in garments makes a
more women may be wearing hats perfect background for elegance
'his fall, she points out. Hat styles in Jewelry. Elaborate pins, worn
individually, are big news. You'll
find fill-in necklaces—ropes, lariats ,and V-line types. Bracelets
also are important. As with all
accessories, choose jewelry to suit
207 Commercial
you, your mood, your costume,
Phone 58
and your pocketbook. Wear only
—Slip Covers; seat covers
what completes your costume,
—Upholstering (all kinds:
Mrs. McCuiston recommends.
Gov. Bert Combs has called on not become news in Connecti
cut
modern and antique
the Department of Public Safety It has been made news!"
—Draperies
to
use
every
availabl
e means in
DID YOU KNOW ...
Espie said Connecticut has con— Awnisi•s tarpaulins
'hat the Bureau of CrVil Defense an effort to stem the tide of tragic verted all State Police cars to
traffic
fatalitie
s
in
Kentuck
y.
- tinder the Kentucky Division of
regular unmarked automobiles.
JAMES HAZELWOOD
Kentucky Safety Commissioner That State's entire 600-carFire Prevention? Fire will be one
fleet
the great problems of atomic Glenn Lovern announced that the was stripped of all police identifiUAL KILLEBREW
• ,irfare as it is of present-day State Poli. e will begin immediate- cation. That unmarked car is not
ly to use all available unmarked a cure-all, but it is
. ,tiventional warfare.
a strong deState Police cars for daily traffic terrent, an evidence
of official
patrol to curb the mounting high- concern, and a determin
ation to
way
death
II a m m,ind Organs
toll. On Aug. 21, Ken- correct a worset.ilig situation
,"
Steinway
tucky traffic deaths exceeded the Espie added.
Chiekering
500 mark.
urlitzer
As an aid to the unmarked State
.'9,•1. son 16
The Governor commented on the
Story & Clark Pianos
Police cars, Highway Commissionsteppedup
nforceme
nt effort, "If
mas. i.. r
Mr Vine St.
4ega
this doer riot stop the killing of er Henry Ward ha- agreed to erect
REPRIESFNTATIVE
Phone 1195
our people on Kentucky's high- signs along Kentheky's highways
ways, we will try something else." informing the motorist that the
Both Lovcirn and Col. David A. roads will be patrolled by unEspie. director of Stale Police, es- marked au t °molar' .
timated that the number of arrests will iticreaot considerably.
Lovern also*issued a public appeal to the courts to cooperate by
meting out stiff penalties to
our fieldman
flagrant violators of traffic regulations. Luvefil said he is conis at your service to visit
fident that the needless loss Of
you, take soil samples for
life on the highways—can be substantially reduced as a result of
testing - - al<.o frrt;lizer
enforcement off icers and t lie
needs for More Efficient
courts carrying out their respecProdurtion on your farm.
tive responsibillUes.
According to Lovern, "The trafFOR correct blend or
fic death rate in Kentucky is apAny other problems perpalling. Seventy-five more pertaMing to soil fertilization, call Mr. Dedmon at
sons have been killed this year
than at the same time last year.
The unmarked State Police car is
not new. Some states, notably
Connecticut, use nothing but unmarked cars, and Connecticut enjoys one of the lowest traffic
death rates in the country."
According to the magazine Police Chief, "The unmarked car
has come to be accepted as an integral pert of efficient police administrative technique. Safety has
We invite you to consult Mr. Dedrnon for

A"Roman"IMO

Unmarked Police Cars To Be Used
In State To Help Curb Accidents

S. P. MOORE & CO.

IS, Floyd
Ddinon

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE
FORT KNOX, KY.—Army 2d
Lt. Jerry G. Alston, 24, son of Mr.
and Mrs. D. E. Alston, 303 E.
State line, Fulton. Ky., recently
completed the eight-week officer
orientation course at The Armor
Center, Fort Knox, Ky.

do not attend regular drills. They
could either be activated on an
Individual basis or be used to fill
vacancies in existing units.
In addition to the state's Reservists classified in a reedy status,
there are 9,300 Kentuckians in the
Standby Reserve. These could be
called to acitve duty by act of
Congress or by a declaration of
war.
The Corps also announced it
has all but 3,800 of 44,000 Ohio
Army Reservists
eligible for
mobilization and all but 806 of
8,900 in West Virginia.

Lieutenant Alston received instruction in the duties and responsibilities of a newly commis- DID YOU KNOW ...
sioned Armor officer.
that arson investigators in the
The lieutenant is a 1957 gradu- Kentucky Division of Fire Preate of South Fulton High School vention have no set number of
and a 1961 graduate of Murray work hours but are subject to
State College. In 1962, he received call day and night, Sundays and
his M. A. degree from the school holidays?
lie is a member of Sigma Chi and
Kappa Delta Pi fraternities.
His wife, Nancy, lives in Kevil,
Ky.

Of the eligible Reservists, nearly 5,900 are paid members of Kentucky's 154 Reserve units that
could be activated.
An additional 12,300 are in a
Ready Reserve pool. These men
are on Ready Reserve status but

ASTHMA

FAST RELIEfl Terrifying Spasms of Bronchial Asthma relieved quickly (usually
within I minute) with NEPHRON Inhalant.
Even the most stubborn cases respond.
Regardless of what you have tried or
how hopeless your case, NEPHRON cou:d
answer your need with arn2zing results.
See your Druggist for NEPHRON.
City Drug Company, Fulton

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cod
Watches, Clocks and Thus
Pieces of All Kinds Armsrately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

NEW CAR
FINANCING

COLUMBUS, Ohio,. September
13—All but 4,100 of the 18,200
Kentucky Army Ready Reservists
are eligible for call to active
military service if President Kennedy receives and utilizes proposed legislation to mobilize 150,000
Reservists.
The 4,100 would not be vulnerable to mobilization under the
proposed legislation because they
were involuntarily ordered to active duty during the Berlin buildup of 1961, according to an announcement made today by 20th
U. S. Army Corps headquarters
here. More than half of the activated Kentuckians were members of the 100th T)ivision.

NAMED!
The Conestoga wagon, wn ten
carried freight in the East and
pioneers in the West, was named
for the place where it was first
made in Pennsylvania. H.eevy,
slow, and exceedingly strong, the
Conestoga was drawn by four or
six horses and could carry five
tons.

COSTS LESS

•

with a
PRODUCTION
CREDIT CAR
LOAN for
FARMERS

Use PCA financing for that new car, tractor or other
farm equipment. it will cost you less to use the
money, which is a definite advantage for farmers.
Your interest charge is figured at 6% simple interest.
Use this former-owned PCA LOAN SERVICE .. . for
FARMERS.
Use PRODUCTION CREDIT financing for: a NEW CAR,
TRUCK, TRACTOR or any other needed production
equipment. Use PRODUCTION CREDIT for farm machinery, new dairy equipment, bulk milk tanks and
many other farm production supplies. Up to 7 years
to repay on certain type loans.

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION
JOHN P. WILSON
Fulton Co. Field Ofc. mgr.
Hickman, Ky. Phone 2506

WARREN BARD
Hickman Co. Field Ofc Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5181

JOE C. POWELL
LIME & FERTILIZER

Phone TU5-0311 in Union City, Tenn.
or phone 322 in Fulton

the correct use of
* Liquid or Dry Fertilizer
• Rock Row Phosphates
Agricultural Lime or
Anhydrous
Ammonia
• All of which we stock and can
supply you with at any time.

8

YE
OLD
WALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon that's
aged twice as long as a lot of others.
Noy extra years of mellowness
at no extra Cost.

STRAIGHT BOURBON WHI:ltft • I HAPS 010 • 116B PIM!
Haiti WOO& SONS let MOOR. 11111101./

Teachers' Group
Chooses Officers
Lexington, Ky.,—The Kentucky
Association of Herne Economics
Teachers named Miss Esther Kalb
of Bracken County High
School
Friday as ltd new president.
Other officers elected at
the
group's meeting at the Universi
ty
of Kentucky were Mrs. Mariann
e
Kirley, Junction City. vice-pres
i
dent, and Mrs. l'iTary Elizabet
h
Watkins, Lily, secretary-treasure
r.
The judge ordered the
recep:aile moved.
DID YOU KNOW ...
that the Division of Fire
Prevention's Bureau of General
Inspection assigns specially trained
personnel to work with school
officials? This has restated in
better understanding between
officials and inspectors,
which is
reflected in the tremendous
advances that have been made
in
school fire safety.

RUPTURE
IT'S HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" 'him.
No Belts — No Straps —
No (trios
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Trues

Buy only the povver you can
use...get

ECONOMY CROWN GASOLINE
Thousands of drivers are buying anti-knock
octanes they don't need—and can't
use. But they're switching fast to new Economy
(roan. here's why:
ECONOMY CROWN is a new,economy
gasoline for the many cars on the
road that cannot take advantage of extra
anti-knock quality. Supplies all the
power such cars can use, at a saving.
If yours is a higher-powered car, you
should try—
IMPROVED CROWN GASOLINE:
Users of regular-grade gasoline will find
a new value in improved Crown Gasoline
—now better than ever. Moves your
car up in performance v,hile holding
driving costs down.
IMPROVED CROWN EXTRA: Standaid'
s popular premium gasoline, now
at an all-time high in anti-knock quality.
Designed for those cars requiring the
finest in performance characteristics.
Meet the Standard family of long-running
gasolines! At your Standard station.

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.
Futon'
STANDARD OIL COMPANY

KEN-T-UCKY)

E. J. McCOLLUM, Agent
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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The News reports your - - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

MN\

We have always heard that friendships made on
board a sailing ship, or a long train ride, are friendships
that last forever. But something new has been added to
this category. A friendship that was made here, in the
close confines of a hospital room, bids well to last until
the end of time. It's an interesting story and one that
could only happen in a small town and that small town
is Fulton.
About two weeks ago, seventyone year old Mrs. Leona Jeffress
of near Fulton fell in her home
and broke her arm. She was admitted to Hillview Hospital. The
day after Mrs. Jeffress was admitted Mrs. Mattie Story, a fourth
and fifth grade teacher in the
Fulgham school was admitted for
a seriously sprained ankle. Mrs.
Story was admitted to the doubleroom in which Mrs. Jeffress was
confined and it all started from
there.

Miss McAlister Reveals Final Plans
For Her Wedding To David Holland
On October 5 at 7 p. m. in the Water Valley Baptist
Church, the Rev. Otis Schultz, pastor of the church,
will
perform the double-ring ceremony uniting Miss Sandr
a
McAlister and David Holland.
Miss McAlister has chosen Miss Claudette Owen of
Water Valley, Kentucky, as her maid of honor.
Billy Holland of Paducah will serve his brother
as
best man.
Michael McAlister, brother of the bride, and Gerald
Greer, brother-in-law of the groom, will serve as ushers
.
Mrs. Milford Jobe will be the organist.
The bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Neal McAlister,
will entertain with a reception at their home immediately following the ceremony.
No invitations are being sent but friends and relatives of both families are invited to attend.

single males. Add widowed and
divorced and the state totals are
466,296 females, 333,239 males.
These figures are for those 14
years of age and over.

Green - Duncan
Engagement
Is Announced

Henry I. Siegel Company of Fulton. She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Rhoilap of
Water Valley, Kentucky.
The bridegroom-elect attended
Fulgham High School and is now
Ralph Stroud was the guest of
employed 'at Pipeline Service Stahonor at a party Sunday on his
tion on 51 by-pass in Highlands.
sixth birthday. His parents, Mr.
Mrs. Avella Green of Water
An early October wedding is
and Mrs. Austin Stroud, entertain- Valley, Kentucky announces the
ed his little friends at their home approaching marriage of her only planned.
west of Fulton.
daughter, Norma Faye, to P. A.
Mr. and Mrs...Jimmy Yates and
The lovely birthday cake fea- Duncan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Renee of Fulton were
guests of
James
Duncan
of
Fulton.
tured a color scheme of blue.
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Cake, ice cream and soft drinks
:Imlay afternoo!..
The bride-elect is a graduate of Yates late S.
were served and each guest re- Wingo
I •
High School in the class of
ceived a cellophane bag of bubble
1982 and is now employed at the
All The Net% S In The News!
gum, suckers, balloons and tootsie
rolls.
Those attending were: Vicki
Bard, Wilma Cloys, Gwen Bowder,
Debby Moss, Donna Rushing,
Randy Rushing, Bobby Moss,
'
Catherine and Ralph Stroud.'
Ginger Gilbert sent a gift but was
unable to attend.

around the room for all to see.
We were so Um ressed with the
The Victory Homemakers Club
happiness and good nature in that herself and laughed heartily when Maurers are visiting with the had its first meeting
of the new
room that we did a little inter- asked if she was afraid to live Angelo Murchisons and other Year on Septemb
er 18 at the
viewing. Mrs. Story wanted Mrs. alone. Indeed, she isn't, and she's friends and relatives in the area. Methodist Church
in
Fulton.
Miss
Jeffress to get all the attention so going to be right sly when she We urged Roy to write a column Maude Morris
was hostess to the
leaves Dr. Ragsdale's sight. She for us from Detroit
we plied her with questions.
and we hope twenty members and six visitors
Mrs. Jeffress is the mother of told the doctor that she was going he takes us up on it. We have so who were present.
Mrs. Louise Leip of East State to her sister's (Mrs. Herman Har- many subscribers in Detroit it
Visitors were Miss Willie Crolve.
Line and of Roper Jeffress of rison) for the convalescence pe- would be interesting to get a Mrs. Harry Murphy, Mrs. Zell
riod,
but
she
added:
"He's
not
goweekly,
or perhaps bi-monthly re- Clardy. Mrs. Hortense Johnston,
State Line. She has five grandchildren and five great grand- ing to know what I do when I port of their diary of doin's.
Mrs. Will McDade and Mrs. Mary
leave
here."
We'll
bet
Mrs.
Story
children and is as proud of all of
Ellen Mulcahy with Mrs. Mulcahy
does
.
.
.
Mrs.
.
Jeffress
will
get
This
week we read somewhere joining the club.
them as proud can be. She lives
Mrs. Story, younger than Mrs. all
back to her home as soon as pos- where a learred
alone in her comfortable home
Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, the new
•doctor had conJeffress, started
sible, a place where she has lived ducted a survey
doing little near Fulton and
to determine the president, presided with Mrs.
what's more does for more
things for Mrs. Jeffress that the
than forty years, and comparative happiness
all her work.
of oldsters Zoma Moss as secretary-treasurer.
lovely lady could not do because
only one-fourth of a mile from who were married
and those who The program. "Growing Old With
When she fell and broke her where she was born.
of her broken arm and Mrs. Jefhad never married. The study pro- A Purpose" was presente
d by the
fress would do the walking around arm one of her children remarked
ved that persons who had never leaders, Mrs. Lubie
Howell and
chores for Mrs. Story and it went at once: "Goodne
"Goodness,
ss she's fallen
The former Betty Lu Bushart married were the happiest for Mrs. Hiram Brown.
on like that for two whole weeks. from the hayloft."
Jef- and the former Kathryn Johnson many reasons. With
Refreshments were served folnothing else
fress didn't fall from the hayloft, were
real good friends when both to do we compared this article lowing the business meeting.
Thursday of last week we got a which she visits
daily in order to of them attended Fulton High' with one we read
call from a friend to go out and feed her cows.
earlier about
She slipped on a School. Kathryn is now Mrs. Linrc the number of
married and unsee the ladies and particularly to rug in her house
that she says has T. Briggs and lives in Baton married males
in Louisville and
see all the cards and letters, flow- been there
forever, and yet she Rouge, La. She was home
on a' Kentucky. If anybody - is looking
ers and gifts Mrs. Jeffress had re- had an accident
in such a simple saddened visit because of the for a good
btjsiness we should
ceived. Mrs. Story would get as way. The
gracious lady, who said death of her mother recently
and think that a marriage bureau in
excited as Mrs. Jeffress every "everybody says
I'm seventy-one, came by the office to see us while Kentucky would
be a profitable
time some remembrance would but I don't believe
I am,' sews all she was home. She asked its
if business.
come and the thoughtful school her clothes, does
all her own cook- Betty Lu didn't live in Baton
Here's the question and the
teacher arranged all those cards ing, tends to the
garden she plants Rouge also and we told her
she answer about this state of singleSecond Lieutenant
Freeman
did, but we didn't know Betty ness. See if you don't think
Friends Forever!
some- Burnham Dallas. USA
Infantry, of
Lu's married name or her ad- body ought to get all these
folks Fulton, was present
at
the Interdress. We hope that Paul Bushart, together:
allied Confederation of Reserve
the former owner of this paper
Officers
which
held
its
Q. How many unmarried
annual
and a subscriber, sees this item
males convention in Rome.
Italy, last
and arranges a meeting with the and females are in Louisvil
le and month. •
two friends. Betty Lu has a grow- Kentucky?—.J. E., Louisville.
He participated in • a physical
A. Louisville: 29,329
ing family and Kathryn has three
single fe- fitness program.
There were more
girls and is making preparations males, 29,117 single males.
In- than 700 Reserve Officers
of nine
for the early arrival of a son, she clude widowed and divorce
d
in NATO nations participating
and Linn hope. So if the two girls the totals and there are
in the
59,212 fe- convention.
get together we think we've done males, 39,125 males.
Kentuck
y'
203.317 single females
our good deed for this week.
, 272,754
All The News In The News!
The past week brought other
welcome visitors to the News office. The Roy Maurers of Detroit, Michigan spent a pleasant
time with us. They never fail to
pay us a visit then they come
this way. Roy says he's retiring
the end of this month and we're
somewhat apprehensive as to what
he will do with all the energy he
It's a sure bet that Mrs. Leona Jeffress (left) and
Mrs. Matti& has. He reminded us that he and
the late Smith Brown started out
Story will never forget their stay in the Hillview Hospital
where
in the milk business together and
they shared a room for nearly two weeks.
that's been a long time ago. The

2!irJg off
showers
Don't let the "surprises" of fall
weather spoil your enjoyment .of
the day ...or ruin your appearance.
Our professiortel—viater repellent
service provides an iinvisible shield
of protect.ion to your coats or jack.
ets to keep you dry, comfortable
and professicnally well-groomed.

Fulton Reservist
Present At Meet
Of Reserve Officers

HER" PROTECTION AVAILABLE

THIS;

Ar

O-Pa/zedeeot
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS,INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Kv.

GRAND OPENING
Thursday, Friday and Saturday

SINGER SEWING CENTER

ATTENTION

FABRIC, HATS, SEWING MACHINES, LACE
S, TRIMS, COSTUME JEWELRY

AYCOCK'S BEAUTY SHOP
IS PROUD TO
ANNOUNCE

MR. HUGH
Formerly with Julius Lewis and other outstanding Salons
in Memphis

HAS JOINED OUR STAFF
of Experienced hair Stylist

BIGGER AND BETTER
VALUES). THAN EVER
ZIPPERS 10c EACH

Beautiful

FALL HATS
Moderately
Priced

Dacron -and Cotton,
$1.98 Value . .
Only 69c Yd.
100% All-wool Skirt Lengths, $2.98 Value . . Only $1.98
Yd.
Printed Corduroy, $1.49 Value . . . . • Only S1.09
19.
Laminated Wool up to $6.95 Value .
. Only $1.28 vl.
Drip - Dry Cottons, 8.91; Value . .
. . Only 59c Yd.
Slant-O-Matic Sewing Machine (1 Only)
. $75.00 Discount
Slant-0-Matic Special Machine (1 Only) . . . $60.00 Disc
ount
COME IN AND REGISTER FOR FREE GIFTS
•

Mr. Hugh received his years of experience with leading hair designing institutes in New York, Chicago.
North Carolina and Miami, Florida. He is here to
give you the most outstanding hair styles of the sea-

•

son.

MR. HUGH'S "Get Acquainted" OFFER

$25.00 COLD WAVE
A REGULAR $15.00 COLD WAV
E
A REGULAR

ONLY

$12.50

ONLY $10•00
This includes a new fall style cut and color rinse

FREE! (1) PORTABLE SEWING MACHINE
FREE! (2) COFFEE TABLES
FREE! (1) LADY'S HAT

FOR ANY HAIR PROBLEMS OR INFORMATION ON STYLE,
PERMANENTS, HAIR COLORING OR WIGS CALL

MR. HUGH

AYCOCK'S BEAUTY SHOP
UNION

CITY, TENN.
PH 88.5-9801

SEWING CENTER AND FABRIC SHOP

301 Main Street

Ky.

Phone 22

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

• CHESTNUT GLADL
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Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

Mrs. Harvey aaugiiii

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mrs. Zell Singleton is home
Mrs. Carey Friel. •
Most people in this area are
from the Jones Hospital in Fulearnestly
as
wishing for sunshine,
ton. She is feeling better.
Mrs. Raymond Griffith is reas they were wishing for rain a
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
from a seige of sore
few weeks ago. Some sunny days
guests in the Cunningham covering
were
throat that has been keeping her
are badly needed for the harvesthome Saturday night.
in for a few days.
ing now.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews
Stevie, 9 months old son of Mr.
Mrs. Fula Rogers has returned
and Larry visited in LawrenceMrs. Eugene Lassiter of Marfrom a visit to.her daughter and
burg, Tennessee over the week- and
was a patient in the Obion
family in Nashville. She reports
end and attended a big singing tin,
County Hospital last week under
Virginia to be recovering nicely
Sunday.
He is the grandson of
Brother Jerry Galllmore from
Bro. Norman Crittenden filled treatment.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter near
Dresden has been elected to
his appointment at Bethlehem Mr. and
A most speedy recovery is
preach at Ruthville each second
Sunday night. We had visitors here.
for by all friends around
and fourth Sunday.
from Paris, Bro. and Mrs. Keith hoped
this section.
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs is visiting reSmith and Eddie, who are well
Mrs. Olga Cook left Friday for
latives in Wayne, Michigan.
known in this vicinity.
home in Abilene, Texas, after
Irvin Brundige was the honoree
Our sympathy goes Out to the her
two weeks visit with her sister,
at a birthday supper ,last SaturColburn family in the loss of a
Mrs. Sam Reed. She will also visit Gives complete hotting .s$day night. This pleasant oCcasion
their husband and father.
home.
was enjoyed by Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visit- in Dallas enroute
Rev. James Holt filled his regu- faction!
Nix, !yin and Mrs. Durell Terrell,
ed Mr. and Mrs. Weaver Thacker
were lar appointment at New Salem
Mr. and Mrs. Ches Morrison, Mr.
Sunday. Other visitors
Church Sunday at 11 a. m. • Less ashes
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, and
Edgar Williams and Mrs. Minnie Baptist
new addition of Sunday
The
Dustless
Mr. and Mrs. Brundige.
Croft.
rooms is coming right along
Get well wishes to Mrs. Romie
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates re- School
Burns so Free
•
contractor.
as
Mrs. Everette SHOW OF UNITY — Four prominent Kentucky left are former Governor Keen Johnson, Governor turned home Sunday after an ex- with Mr. Compton
Brundige and
" More heat
They will be finished very soon.
Yates
Mr.
Shanklin who are patients, at the
Detroit.
in
visit
tended
Democrats are shown here clasping hands with Bert T. Combs, Lieutenant Governor Wyatt, former
Durral McCall is able to be out
Hillview and Jones Hospital.
Mrs. Ella Green, came
and former sister,
some since his recovery has made
There will be all day services senatorial candidate Wilson W. Wyatt at Friday Governor A. B. "Happy" Chandler
home with them.
"AN HONEST VALUE"
Rickman was rapid strides at his home near
at Sandy Branch Sunday Septem- night's kick-off rally in Louisville. Standing from Governor Lawrence Wetherby.
Mrs. Bertha
business
popular
The
Dukedom.
ber 30th.
guest of Misses Myrtle and Jackie
and H. Pack- Let us ftII your bin now;
The Weakley County Baptist Asproposed jobs for all, a reduction Brundige of Fulton one day last man, member of C.
ing Co. has a host of friends here cold weather will soon be
sociation will .convene at Ruthin federal taxes and price sup- week.
glad to know.
ville. October 10th.
ports for farmers. His platform
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were who will be
Phone 51.
George Ed Cunningham will en- here!
also called for medical care for supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. B.
week.
this
Memphis
in
school
ter
the aged and equal civil rights for G. Lowery Sunday night. Other
of Dresden High,
all.
guests were Mr. and Mrs. John He is a graduate
Mrs. Eric Cunning"My opponent has 'served for Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates, son of Mr. and
and the grandson
six years without action," Wyatt Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drowns and ham of Dresden,
Mrs. G. T. Cunningham
children, Mrs. Ella Green and of Mr. and
said.
in Dukedom.
The watchwords of the Demo- us be just plain, unqualified, "On Nov. 6th, the people of Jimmy Lowery and Keith.
uncratic Party in Kentucky today working Democrats from now
Kentucky will vote out of office
Mrs. Jimmy Lowery and baby
election,"
November
the
til
were solidarity and victory.
the man who has forgotten them came home from the hospital one
Combs said.
1 RIDAY & SATURDAY
and their needs, and vote into of- day last week. Mrs. Lowery's
They were on the tips of party
Former Gov. A. B. Chandler, fice the man who an get the job mother, Mrs. M. E. Vincent is
leaders' tongues Friday night as
staying with her for a few days.
Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt sounded a factional foe of Combs, was pres- done."
a
'11,first official note ia his cam- ent, although he did not make
speech.
ign 'for the U. S. Senate.
As he came in the gate, ChanWyatt
air,"
the
in
is
y
-Victor
said, "It would be unusual if
dler
per9,000
about
of
crowd
a
told
not here. I have never
were
I
at
fry
fish
a
attended
who
sons
Democratic opening in
Miles Park. "Tonight we are all missed a
can remember in
joining together—in unity—to fire Kentucky that I
years."
Thirty years ago, there were Rose (Mary Catherine Bratton)
!he first shot heard 'round the 30
Telegrams were sent by Rep. seventeen new graduates at Water all of Water Valley.
state in the battle that will bring
William Natcher, President Ken- Valley High School. Five boys
victory on 14-v. 6th."
Unable to attend were Howard
Gov.- and twelve girls left their high
opposes Sen. Thruston B. nedy and others. Former
Wyatt
James
STARTS SUNDAY
friends behind Boyd, Lapuente, California;
days
presand
not
school
was
Clements
Earle
Sen.
incumbent,
:Morton, Republican
Demo- and embarked on their new ca- Colley, San Bernard'uo, CaliforKentucky's
of
Several
ent.
Somin
campaign
who opened his
nia; Mrs. Bernard Jackson (Elizawere on hand. reers.
erset Sept. 8. Wyatt has spoken in cratic congressmen
beth Watts) of Ionia, Michigan;
"a
as
these
of
thirteen
'Morton
calls
described
he
in
1962,
what
Combs
Now,
in
all 120 counties
and Mrs. Imogene Choice (Imotogether
conservatRepublican
gathered
of
symbol
graduates
'32
"pre-campaigning."
gene Bruce), Paducah.
with proven allegiance to a for their first real class reunion.
Gov. Bert Combs suggested the ism
16
KenSpecial guests of the group
keep
September
held
would
that
was
philosophy
affair
The
slogan: -Solidarity forever—unity
tucky from moving ahead.
at Kentucky Lake and was a were former faculty members,
makes us strcmg." It was taken
Miss Lorene Swami, Murray, and
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA. ILL • 86 PROOF
"The other candidate is a sym- memorable one for all.
from a labor union song.
Those attending were: Wilson Mrs. Euruth R. Stem, Kevil, and
"I suggest that we should for- bol of a philosophy which—workArnett, Willie Williams and alrs. her granddaughter, Ardoth Canget our prefixes and factions and ing cooperation with John F.
Holden Puckett of Pa- non, and Max B. Hurt.
personal preferences—and all of Kennedy and a favohble national Eula Mae
administration—will make it pos- ducah; Mr. and Mrs. Norman
(formerly Genevieve
sible for Kentucky to provide to Morgan
C. (DOC) ADAMS
Mrs.
her citizens those things essential Boyd), Fort Branch, Indiana;
to move ahead in the age of Charleston Weatherford (Willie
Ruth McAlister), Wingo, Kenspace."
Wyatt, 56, said preparations tucky; Mrs. James Wilson, (June
must be made for the 21st cen- Gosstim), Mrs. Robert Wilkerson
tury. Among things he suggested (Lexie Hopkins), of Murray.
Also: Mrs. Porter Twigg (Ruth
were development of water resources, federal aid to education, Stevens), Fulton; Mrs. Mary Virexpanded scientific research and ginia Lamb Hicks, Mrs. Mabel
Laird Tibbs, Mrs. Randall Laird
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fulton a better economy.
To stimulate the economy, he (Maybell Owen) and Mrs. Arthur

Wilson Wyatt Seeks
Unity In Campaign

CITY COAL CO.

41WALKER

Water Valley High School Graduates of '32
Enjoy First Class Reunion At Kentucky Lake

CARY '.
(1RANT
DORIS
DAY
_( ',i'lfill% AUDREY %)d)W

I

SENATOR MORTON'S
POSITION ON MEDICAL
CARE FOR THE AGED...
A better plan that really offers
MEDICINE and CARE!

For Fine Liquors

Lb. 35c
BEEF LIVER
Lb. 49c
PORK ROAST
Lb. 59c
SLICED BACON":
3for $1.00
ICE MILK
SL1CL.D
•
•

BOSTON
•
•

THE MORTON MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
PLAN IS NOT COMPULSORY AND IS

1-2 GAL. CTNs.

NOT AN AUTOMATIC TAX INCREASE
ON THE WORKING PEOPLE OF AMERICA

•

•

39c
H

FCOMONY
IlltaND
(IT

LB.

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM, WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Shank Portion Lb.

SUGAR CURED

CABBAGE I
New Green Lb. 5c
Blackeye Peas
Kitchen Kraft

2 300 Size 29c
11 9 FLOUR R.
"
Gold Medal P. L. or S.
5 Lb. Ba 49c

1

imp

MD

=MI

COLONIAL

SUGAR

69c

10 LBS.

With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding Tobacco. Coupon Expires SATURDAY NITE SEPT. 29
•

Amomm,

im•

iM11,

Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH!

@HOBER

CHUCK
ROAST

REWARD!

OM,

.1=

=IP

i•••

A

LIG
BABY
FOOD

WHOLE
BUTTS
PORTION

Lb. 49c
-c—m= 7.•==1•MliiIMEr

COLONIAL
WITH
COUPON

10 LBS.

It Provides:
* ALL Health needs . . . not just a few.
* CHOICE of coverage best suited to your needs.
* Coverage for short-term sickness AND prolonged illness.
* Financing by those with BEST ABILITY TO PAY.
* VOLUNTARY participation with responsibility shared
by individual, state and federal government.

THE MORTON PLAN IS A TRUE MEDICAL
AND CARE PROGRAM . . .
whereas, Medicare, a highly publicized political program, is filled with
false hope, rigid qualifications, and complete disregard of the indisidtiara needs, rights and ability to pay. Medicare would immediately place
an enormous additional Social Security tax on the payrolls of AmcriLans
who are working to support and educate their families against already
heavily mounting tax burdens.
Senator Morton has constantly

worked for a sound medical
and care program for the aged since he first introduced such

HEINZ
STRAINED

a program in the House in 1949.

VOTE THE MAN—VOTE

MORTON

3 Jars
Marton Campaign Committee
Louie B. Nunn, Chairman

1962
•

Wayne Freeman's
Parents Die In
24-Hour Period

Bernard Adams

William Bernard Adams, 68,
South Fulton resident, died Wednesday night, September 19, at
8:20 at the Obion County hospital
at Union City. He was admitted
O. N. Freeman and his wife, to the hospital Sunday, following
Mrs. Lula Freeman, parents of a stroke.
Commissioner Wayne
Railroad
He was born May 14, 1894 in
Freeman, died within 24 hours of Obion County, Tenn., the son of
each other at their home on Sym- the late John and Lula Rankin
sonia, Route 1.
Adams. He was a former truck
Mrs. Freeman, who was 79, died driver.
shortly before noon on last Friday
He was a charter member of
after an extended illness. Mr. South Fulton Baptist
Church
Freeman died at 10:20 a. m. today, where services were held
Friday,
after an illness of two months.
September 21, at 2 p. m. Rev. HuFuneral services for the couple Ion Allen, pastor, officiated.
Inwere conducted at 2 p. m. Sunday terment was in Johnson
Grove
at Clarks River Baptist Church, Cemetery.
near Symsonia, by the Rev. Pony
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Clapp and the Rev. Pete Keeling.
Burial was in the church ceme- ArIna Phelps Adams, two daughters, Mrs. Juanita Arnn of Chandtery.
ler, Ind., and Mrs. D. C. Smith of
The Freemans were life-long
Clayton, Tenn., a step-daughter,
residents of Graves County.
Mrs. W. E. Fowler of Paris, Tenn.,
Survivors include two daugh- two sons, Jack Adams
of Booneters, Mrs. Reba Cruz, San Fran- ville, Ind., and Billie
Adams of
cisco, and Mrs. Mae Belle Bow- Fulton; three sisters,
Mrs. Nelson
ers, Seattle, Wash.; and six sons Tripp, Mrs. Amy Lowe
of Fulton
Theron and Ruble Freeman, Sym- and Mrs. Ima Anderson
of Dressonia, Route 1, Ancel and Noble den; five brothers,
Leland, Roy,
Freeman, Paducah, Challie Free- Hubert and Tillman
Adams of
man, Cerulean, Ky., and Wayne Fulton and Ray Adams
of Martin;
Freeman; 14 grandchildren and 9 four grandchildren;
five-great
great-grandchildren.
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.

DEATHS
--. Sam Shatz Byer

Col. James Crockett
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United states exports rose in was received politely.
May.
Franco endorses democracy
Adenauer, on tour of France. Common Market.

Word was received here of the
death of Col. James C. Crockett.
He was buried in San-Francisco
on Tuesday, September 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Crockett, the
parents of Col. Crockett used to
live in Fulton.
He was the brother of Mrs. Don
Taylor.

tet
skal

Mrs. Amanda McAlister
Mrs. Amanda McAlister of Water Valley, Route 2, widow of
Frank McAllster, died at 5:30 p.
m. Wednesday, September 19, at
the Hawes Memorial Clinic in Fulton after an extended illness. She
was 96.
She leaves two daughters, Mrs.
John Allen, Union City, Tenn., and
Mrs. Beulah Davidson, Mayfield,
Route 1; one son, Oliver McAlister, Water Valley, Route 2; OTIV
sister, Mrs. Richard Linder, Oklahoma City, Okla. 12 grandchildren
and 21 great grandchildren.
Funeral services were at 230
p. m. Saturday at the Water Valley Tabernacle Church, conducted
by the Rev. P. L. Darnell, the
Rev. Charles Blair and the Rev.
C. Davis.
Burial was in Camp Beauregard
cemetery.

"EQUAL SERVICE FOR ALL" is the theme of this
emblem being placed on the dining room door of the
new lodge at Carter Caves State Park by Gov. Bert
Combs (left) and State Parks Commissioner Edward
V. Fox. The emblem, prepared by the State's Human
Rights Commission for voluntary display by restaurants and other businesses serving the public throughout Kentucky, will be placed at all State parks dining
rooms. Galen Martin, commission director, pointed
out that January 1963 will mark the 100th anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation and that the
emblem was prepared to tie in with the anniversary.
The emblem is available from the Human Rights
Commission.Capitol Annex,Frankfort. KY.
DID YOU KNOW ...

Active pallbearers were John
The Kentucky Department of
Adams, James Adams, Ernest Public Safety says: YOU are the
Lowe, Jack Lowe, Eric Hinton and only brain, heart, and conscience
W. E. Fowler.
your car has. Drive responsibly.

that stepped-up Civil Defense
programs are being adopted by
more and more Kentucky communities? If you'd like to know

REGULAR WEEKLY SCHEDULE:
FRIDAYS: 3:30 to 5:30 pm; 7 to
12 pm.
SATURDAYS: 10-12 am; for beginners-. 2-4 pm. 7-12 pm.
SUNDAYS: 2-4 pm; 7:00 to 10:00
MONDAYS: Private Parties
TUESDAYS: 3:30-5:30 7:-10: pm.
WEDNESDAYS: 3:30 to 5:30 pm
7 to 10 pm.
THURSDAYS: 3:30-5:30; 7:40 pc:.

AFTERNOONS: (Except Sunday)
25c and 35c.
Alt other times
50c and 75c
what's being done in your com- —SpertAtors FREE Anvtime
munity, or how to promote a mom
active Civil Defense effort, contact Major H. L.Foster, Division of
Fire Prevention, Frankfort, Ky. B'dway St.: South Fulton

WOOD, FIBRE OR PEA,-I It
WHEELS MAY BE

HAPPY DAY SKATING RINK
Phones: 9126 or 720

Services for Mrs. Sam Shatz
Byer, widow of a widely-known
former Union City businessman
were at 3 Friday afternoon, September 21, in the White-Ranson
Funeral Home chapel, at Union
City. Interment was in the B'nai
Israel Cemetery in Jackson.
Mrs. Byer died in the Obion
County hospital. She was 69 and
had been in ill hcalth for nine
months.
Mrs. Byer was an active member of the Jewish Community
Center and the center's auxiliary.
She was a charter member of the
Union City Duplicate Club, a
member of the Order of Eastern
Star, and a longtime member of
Temple B'nai Israel in Jackson.
— Mrs. Byer was born in Jackson.
She and her husband were married in 1920 and moved to Union
City where Mr. Byer operated a
merchantile business until retiring in 1952. He died in 1959.
She leaves a daughter, Mrs.
Lawrence Blum of Beaumont,
Texas; three sisters, Mrs. I. Altman of Cincinnati, Ohio; Mrs.
Sam Lax of Los Angeles; Calif.,
and Mrs. Martin Thorner of
Franklin, Tenn.; five brothers,
Sam Shatz and Abe Shatz of
Kenton, Dave M. Shatz and Joe
Shatz of Union City, and Louie
Shatz of Mayfield, Ky., and two
grandchildren.

W. W. Coburn
W. W. Colburn, 68, Dukedom,
Term., died suddenly at Jones hospital at 10:35 p. m. Tuesday night,
September 18.
He was born May 24, 1894 In
Hartford, Kentucky, the son of
the late Nile and Eliza James Colburn.
Until two years ago he was employed as pipe-fitter for the Tennessee Valley Authority. He served in the U. S. Navy during World
War I.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Elizabeth Colburn; four sons, Ray
Colburn of Detroit; William Colburn of Memphis; Charles Colburn of Dukedom and Andrew
Colburn at home; five daughters,
Mrs. Bill Fuqua of Costa Mesa,
Calif., Mrs. Ronald Mace and Mrs
Jerry Wallston of Mayfield, Mrs.
Russell Sheron et Fulton and
Miss Judy Mai Colburn arhome;
and 12 grandchildren.
He was a member of the Pilot
Oak Baptist Church, where funeral services were held at 2 p. m.
Thursday, September 20, with
Br.). Ray Fleming officiating. Interment, under the direction of
Jackson Brothers of Dukedom,
was in the church cemetery.

—

'63 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT SEDAN

Tomorrow-GO JET-SMOOTH CHEVROLETfor'63
Cover this car's price tag and you might think it cost
a thousand dollars more. It offers luxurious styling,
extremely comfortable, spacious and silent interiors ...
plus ways to keep it looking and running like new when
a lot of others have started to sag aud sigh: a new way

ES WING!

to flush and dry rocker panels under the doors of its
Body by Fisher to guard against rusting...self-adjusting
brakes...Delcotron generator for longer battery life.
If you ever wondered why Chevrolet leads its field, a
drive in this '63 should answer all your questions.

UFF7 TWINS
by WICK SMITH
'63 CHEVY IT NOVA SPORT COUPE

63 CORVAIR MONZA CONVERTIBLE

Change it? Calm yourself, nobody's going to mess with a
winner like this one! We did add self-adjusting brakes and
a fully aluminized muffler; interiors are refined a bit, and
you'll notice some trim changes, but the rest is pure
untampered-with Corvair.Oh yes, we changed the taillights
eo all those people you pass will know you're driving a '63.

Hard as it may be to believe, this year's Chevy II is better,
better than last year's and better than anything in its
class. It combines the new easy-care features of the big
Chevrolet with its own wonderful attributes of parkable
si7p, four- or six-cylinder fuel economy and interiors that
would do justice to cars that cost twice as much.
q.

tr.y

POP SAYS YOu DON'T
STICK YOUR NECK OUT
WREN YOU INSURE wrru

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE

221 staat et.

Pb.12

It's Chevy Show//me '631 See four entirely different kinds of cars at your Chevrolet Dealer's Showroom

TAYLOR CHEVROLET
104 East Fourth Strad

sc in

BUICK, INC.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR RENT: Floor banding InaLION'S SALE!
The Lions Club will sponsor a
hine and electric floor polisher
BOLO TIES add attractiveness and electric vacuum cleaners. Ex- rummage sale in the Elzie Lee
Cooke building on Commercial
to any sport shirt. Also, see our change Furniture Co.
Avenue on October 12 and 13. Fall
Western Shirts, boots, belts and
TV ANTENNAS: We install — and winter clothing,
bedspreads,
hats. Going away? See our lockers Trade-repair and move. Get our
curtains
and dishes will be esand car trunks. — The Edwards prices. We service all makes TV.
pecially
in
demand.
Store, Mayfield.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
FARMS FOR SALE: Some good
buys in farms of few acres and
FOR SALE
up. Robert Goolsby Real Estate,
Greenfield, Tenn. Phone 235-2302.
SPINET PIANO
WANTED: Responsible party to
SOUTHERN AIRWAYS
• TUrner 5-9121 take over low monthly payments
phone (UC)
on a spinet piano. Can be seen
Daily Schedule
DC-3 service from Union City locally. Write Credit Manager,
Lv 9:44 p.,m. P. 0. Box 215, Shelbyville, lndiTo Memphis
Lv 2:19 p. m. a rm.
To Nashville

(Continued from page one)
Mr. Amberg, 33, is a member of
a prominent legal family of Fulton County. His father Judge W.
B. Amberg, is a prominent and
pioneer jurist and his brother
James, is County Attorney. All
are associated in the practice of

law in --clunan. A graduate of
the Ur. versity of Ke icky in the
Schools of Business Administration and Law, Mr. Amberg recently returned from a year's tour of
duty with the 439th Reserve Officers Unit at Fort Gordon, Ga.
After graduation from the School
of Business Administration in
1950 the young attorney joined

the United States Corps of Engineers. He was called into Army
service in 1953 and after his discharge entered UK Law School
from which he graduated in 1958.
Active in the civic affairs of
Hickman Mr. Amberg is the former chairman and now a member of the Hickman Municipal
Housing Commission. He is a

member c' the Civitan Club and
the Chamber of Commerce of
Hickman. He is a member of
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity
and Phi Delta Phi legal fraternity.
lie is also a member of the Reserve Officers Association. Mr.
and Mrs. Amberg make their
home in Hickman on Catlett
Street.

BARBECUE NEWS!
The Response To Our Bar-B-0 Dep't. Has
Been So Terrific That We Have Had To
Purchase A Larger And New Bar B-Ct King

Dewey Johnson

Machine Which Will Bar-B-0 Twice The
WE RENT - - -

Amount of Meat We Have Been Cooking,

All types of Insurance

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

- SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.

So For Your Bar-B-0 Needs Of Any Kind,
Be Sure And VISIT PIGGLY WIGGLY'S
New B-B-Q Dept.

WADE FURN. CO.

GROUND — PURE LEAN FRESH

Phone 408

Fulton, EY.

Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

FORA

When It's

Real Estate in Fulton

nth

— see —

For The

CHARLES W. BURROW
Phone 61

309 Walnut

BEST

'arm Loans
Conventional boar's
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times'
HOST MOVE WIT1101T
CALLING COLLECT

PRIZE DRAWING!

and

HAMS 3 Lb. Can $2.29 STEAKETTES Lb. 79c

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

FRESH

swirrs PROTEN

EXTRA SELECT 12-oz.

— ROUND

OYSTERS Jar $1.09 STEAK ____ Lb. 79c
Solids Country Style

buy it at

GILL UN

EXCHANGE

TRANSFER CO.

Furniture Company

Pillsbury

^Mr•••••••••••

Tlixr WE ARE NOW REPRESENTING

HENDERSONS
10 LB.
BAG

THE WELL - KNOWN BRAND OF

ARROW
SHIRTS. SPORTSWEAR AND

CASUAL

WEAR

411/'

PIG FEET LB.19t
PIG EARS LB 19$
PIG SPIGOTS "19s
PIG TAILS La 19,
PIG MAWS L..19,
NICK BONE L..1%

CASHON - GRISHAM - WRIGHT
MENS' WEAR
Main Street

Fulton

PIGGLY WIGGLY'S PRODUCE DEPT. IS
REALLY PRODUCING THIS WEEK
WITH LOW PRICES AND HIGHEST
QUALITY PRODUCE AT ALL TIMES.

Cello
1LMER HEPLER,
world famous breeder of quarter
horses and owner of the 45,000-acre
X•Triargle Ranch at bog Canyon
on the Guadalupe Mountains, near
Carlsbad, New Mealco, says,

NO BITE"
90 Proof
$1.55
l'int

—
MELLOW-MA SH

Yellowsto
ne
The Greatest American Whiskey
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON, "
So 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN-BOND
IRISTILLED & BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO.
LOUISVILLE—OWENSBORO, KY

FOR SALE

CARROTS

RADISHES

Pkg.

Large Green Slicers

CELERY

CUCUMBERS

Stalk. .

1 Eight year old Tennessee Walking Horse,
registered gelding, out of Midnight son.
1 Ten year old Tennessee Walking Horse proficient in all three gaits.
See or Call
Charles Gregory
Phone 312
Fulton, Kentucky

C14I CKE
frf TWE

BREAgre..±ik s94

LEOI
TN

4.
"

49.

...i.....491
33*
NECKS
.104
LT-.
.
.
BACKS
...194

wil‘w

Red Flame

Large Green Pascal

10c TOKAY GRAPES Lb. 10c

• • •

Large Florida

Ea.

10c AVOCADOS

New Crop

Lb.

29c

Ea.

1 Lb. Bag

GREEN ONIONS . .
' SWEET POTATOES Lb. 10c GOLDEN DEL. APPLES 59c
Fresh
CALIFORNIA
BELL PEPPERS Ea. lOn PRUNES . • . Lb. 19c
Lb. 29c
Large Green

LETTUCE

CALIF.
LARGE CRISP
HEAD

Lir

BANANA
S
10c

GOLDEN

10C

CLOSED SUNDAY, SEPT. 30 UNTIL 1: P. M. FOR INVENTORY
KRAFT'S

2 1.B. BOX

KELLYS

10 REG. CANS

SOUTI1ERN

2 1-2 CANS

5

VELEVEETA Cheese 79c POTTED MEAT ___ $1.00 PEACHES
KR AFTS

STARKIST

3 REG. CANS

MAYONAISE M. Jar 59c TUNA FISH __ _
ARMOURS

ARGO FANCY

303 CANS

6

303 CANS

6

303 CANS

_ $1.00 SWEET PEAS _ _

l'ORT CLYDE

%RGO FANCY

S( 1100L DAY

MICH MAID

—

We Cash
Pay Roll Checks

HI NOTE

6 REG. CANS

CAMPBELLS

$1.00
REG CAN

$1.00 TOMATOE SOUP ___ 10c

FRESH COUNTRY

OTATOES 89c EGGS

We Reserve The
Right To Limit

3 LB. JAR

$1.00 "4A FISH

MEW

25 LB. BAG

SWIFT'S

$1.00 PEANUT BUTTER __ 99c

PREM 212 oz. Cans 89c PEAS 6 303 Cans $1.00 CHERRIES _
U. S. GRADED RED

DAIRY BRAND PURE

$1.00 PUTTER Lb Cri. ___ 59c
6

TREET 212 oz. Cans 89c 1 SARDINES Reg. Can 10c LIMA BEANS
SWIFT'S

2 GOOD PLEASURE HORSES

[

Cello Pkg.

Fresh
•

25 Lb.Bag

FLOUR $1.49
890
GA

LEASED TO ANNOUNCE

Ward Johnson
Phone 186
Fulton, Kentucky

BOLOGNA ___ Lb. 29c STEAKS ____ Lb. 99c
PROTEN

555 FULTON. KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

WE ARE

MINUTE — PROTEN

Where Shopping Is
Always A Pleasure

3doz.

I
Open 8 a. m. Till
I
I 9: p. m. 7 Days A Week I

$1.

Acres Of FREE
PARKING

